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LEAGUE FORMED

I53 min St.

The American Clothing Supply Company

Main Near Winter

Offers at all times the finest merchandise produced at prices way below those asked by others. 'We have opened our new up-to-date store in Sanford.
The largest crowd ever seen at our opening came showing that our publicity for giving great values is reaching very far.
Kirshbaum, all wool suits and overcoats, priced as low as $25, $30, $35 and up to $50 represent a saving of from

People came from 25 miles around.

$5.00 to $10.00.

We are agents for Wearpledge Boys’ Suits and Overcoats, an insurance policy goes with every suit and overcoat that insures the life of the garment.

After looking them over, you will admit that they are the finest boys’ clothes ever made,
we are sold out of them.

The only trouble is that they sell too Fast and before you know it,

We just received 75 suits and overcoats.

In our Sanford Store, we carry the well-known Emerson Shoe.

$9.50 Tan Cordovan
13.50 Tan Cordovan

-

$7.95
11.65

Read the prices

$12.50 Tan Cordovan
8.00 Tan Cordovan

Hood Rubbers and Rubber Boots, J. S, Pilling shoes for boys are also carried in our Sanford store at a savings of 20 per cent.
Boys’ Wear.

AMERICAN

-

$10.95
6.35
Everything in Men’s and

You must see us.

CLOTHING

SUPPLY

CO.

BIDDEFORD

AND

SANFORD

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Ikemiebunh Enterprise

CHURCH NOTICES

1

NICHOLS

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
Enterprise Phone 19
A MODERN RHAPSODY

Written for the Enterprise by J. D. H.
I’d rather live out my own troubles—
/Fail—work is the meed failure finds,
Than succeed in a joint stock of bubbles
Blown up by the greatest of minds, •

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH

Sunday morning service at 10.30
Wednesday evening service at
7.45. Everyone is cordially in
vited to attend.

Parson’s Block

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Will S. Coleman, Minister
Residence 57 Main St.
Tel. 53-12
Sunday, November^23-

We repeat Kenhebunk is going to have a-REAL STORE

I’d rather have just my own shipwreck
Sailing an uncharted sea,
Than follow the check and'the re-check
Of pilots who sheered before me.

GoatsforSaturday andlhanksgivingWcck

Why do we the virgin thought ruffle
With rubbish snatched up in hot haste
Frgm Junk-—the old sails and the duffleAnd draff of the^yesterdays’ waste!

Our Mr. Nichols was in Boston last week with this result.

Why can-we not do our own thinking—
Leave the dust heapsj of precedent tare
As the centuries dead andzunwinking
Have gathered them up everywhere!

We purchased

1OO SAMPLE COATS
The very newest designs and fine quality from

ENVOI

25 to 33 per cent less than the regular price

Wake up—a new morn.ijow is dawning!
Wake up—give the present a name!''
No more over old scriptures yawning— \
Wake up, dullard minds,—Play the Game!

KENNEBUNK SHALL HAVE ITS SHARE.

WASTED ENERGY

JUST TWO PRICES

25.00 to 27.50 Values
29.00 to 37.50 Values

With arms on the rail of the bridge over the Mousam River, on
last Sunday, we thoughtfully contemplated a waste, easily controlled,
that sums an amount of property more than equal to what all the
people of Kennebunk annually earn. The Mousam is a small stream
yet if its squandered energy pould/ be saved and distributed pro rata
to our people, the inadequate income of the average man of family
would be changed to one that woul place him in. a class of economic
independence.
The United States could pay Great Britain’s war debt Out of its
annual waste. The items of our annual waste make a total sum of
$21,189,325,782. And the waste through carlessness and ignorancq
of the non-use of prater power—only one of the items, is $600,000,000.
Kennebunk could have a magnificant High School building, equipped
with every latest aid to scientific research, beautified with' the art
of the world, simply by harnessing the unproductiveness of the
Mousam River.
But who ever thinks of this! There goes the water over the
little dam thrown ocross the Mousam! Only about 15% of its energy
conserved and used. The balanc# running out to sea—lost with all
the other items of industrial inefficiency, in the common bankruptcy
of undeveloped opportunities!
. - ! , '
;
. ■
But waste is a defended part of our industrial system. As, for
instance, in cotton spinning, “it is cheaper to permit waste and to
speed the machinery, than, provide time for the operatives to save
waste.” Only the waste we have in mind—the Waste of Energy, is
the multitude of. girls and boys who never get a chance of fulfilling
their inborn capacities. “The Country’s greatest shame and disaster
arise frotn the custom Which makes the line between the educated
and the uneducated, follow the line between the rich and the poor,
almost withojit deviation.”
Visiting our High- School during the last week, we learned that
there are only five pupils there who can possibly graduate in the,
K. H.'S., Class of 1920. Why is.this so? How has intellectual life
been thus throttled in our village,—progress killed?
The answer lies’ before us. “Boys and girls who might become
classical scholars” are weaving, winding bobbins, warping, others
who might have literary gifts are cleaning out color vats. Real
thinkers that might be are handling pulp, and after shouldering
heavy loads for eight hours a day, “find it difficult to set their minds
i
in order.”
But Kennebunk is not unique in this significant cultivation of
illiteracy. Everywhere in-the United States there is a marked waste
of mental capacity in the average boy between the ages of ten and
thirty—a.grand total bf $1,500,000,000 each year.
There is an bld verse-“The mill will never , grind with the water that is past,” the
practical importance of which men often—always, miss, If we had
the «mental penetration to span time’s wasted energy, we might lift
humanity to economic independence, the blessings of additional
education, nourishment, leisure, -and recreation. But—
“The mill will never grind with the water that is past.’

$1950

PLENTY OF LARGE SIZES IN THE LOT

0

10.30 a. m.—Worship with ser-/
mon. At this time there -will be
a discharge service for our boys;
who served in the army and navy s?
who had. not been discharged at
the time of our service of last
winter;., Alt'cf bur boys who were
in the service and their friends*"
i are especially invited to this service.
11.45 a., m.—The Churcli School
with classes for all. The men of
the parish are Cordially incited to
start with our men’s class, next
Sunday, the discussions of: “The
Bible and Social Living.”
6.00 p. m.—C.' E. meeting J
These meetings are very interest
ing and^young people are urged to ,
get?the habit of attending.
II 7.00 p. m.—Stereopticon lecture
on the subject: “The Black Man in
White Man’s Afripa.” This lec
ture zis illustrated with 100 fine
colored slides." Why not spend a
pleasant and profitable hour with
us. ' *
The week-night meeting will be
omitted on account of the Thanks
giving service, which will be held
in' our >church- at five o’clock of
Th^nksgivincr afternoon, with the
’ pastor of this church as the
preacher.
On\cc(ffint of it’s falling on
Thanksgiving, our next Parish
supper and social has been postnoned until Friday -evening,- Dec.
5.
. ’ :
■,
'
'
The minister will tail, next
week, on Brown St.
, A

A Good Assortment of Children’s Coats

Service at 10.30 A. M. The sub
ject of thejsermon will be “A
'Multitude That Keep Holy Day.”
Sunday School at 11.45. The
lesson topic wilLbe “The Sower.”

■WT* I 1 Q
l\ lCnOlS Œ

2.69
2.98

$2.98 Values for
$3.50 Values fpr

Stores- of Value in
y^Q.Maine and Mass.
•<ft

I
Red
Cross
Shoe

Stylish Comfortable

Red
Cross i
iShoejlr

shoes for

Y®?

Women

Yes the very same shoe,, Stylish and comfortable. We'
can fit you in one of the new models of the Red Cross shoe
your first.step in it will prove that ip this shoe, which is
adorably trig and neat, you can be perfectly at ease. / Red
Cross Shoes are well made of fine materials.- . They keep
their shape?

CT
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WANTED
Every member of the church and
constituency te' be present at theT
services next Si/nday, November
23rd. It wilL be Church Rally
Day. Sermon by the pastor at
10130, subject/.“Some Suggestions
On Rally Day. Bible Study Hour
close" of the morning service.
P Semon by Rev. C. J. Brown of
| Bngor, at 7 o’clock in the evening.'
BAPTIST CHURCH

|■
a Public worship next Sunday
g morning at J0.30j The Church
school will follow immediately af
ter the preaching Service. You
are invited ;to the benefits of our
church school. . Do not loose the
inspiration of this helpful hour.
, The 'Yourig People’s C. E. Ser:
vice at ,6 o’clock.
The “People’s. Popular service”
at-7 o’clock on Sunday evening.
You are invited to/enjoy this ser
vice with us.
-The mid week social service on
Wednesday at 7.30.. Do jiot fail
j® I Fn
ho nrpQPnt
and get
trt
to be
present and
the inspira
tion of this mid week service.
' Thanksgiving service at the
Congregational church at 5; o’clock
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Biddeford, Me.|
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It’s a Great Improvement
Having your house wired for electric light gives you *
an “up-to-date feeling” so ypu are not ashamed to havd '
your friends Visit your home.
We can wire your home and provide you with thrifty
National MAZDA lamps at little cost.

MORGAN & SPILLER
ELECTRICIANS,
MAINE,. Telephone 106-13; 145-3

KENNEBUNK,

. I

Saco, Maine

^^7

6-8 Water Street,

PRYOR-DAyiS CO
“The Old Hardware Shop”/'■}
36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
Tel. 509

Biddeford, Me.

Harry Aaronovitch
TWO STORES

furniture
A most effective remedy for thé relief of asthma
and hay fever. The healing fumes from burn
ing herbs relieves the choking sensation by
clearing the air passages and soothing the irri
tated membranes. In use for more/ than 40
yean. Two sizes—25c and $1.00.
j

Send for free sample.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from .

Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

tcronsc.52 Conics Ml

PER'EC < ION
OIL HEA1LRS
ARE FOR SALE BY

6 Water Street,

__ NEW SECOND HAND-----

X T arce op Small Lots
u
anything for sale telephone
j, you have
of
or write me.
reasQnable prices
ovated furniture a v
it will pay you to.call.

Si

Bi4def<

I QUICKLY RELIEVE j

STOMACH GAS

fell INDIGESTION
ol
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL*

EVERYTHING OF WORTH
BOUGHT and SOLD

Complete Furnishings for Cottages, Houses
Apartments, Bungalows and Beach Camps

A

,-v
F

T

V

TRY. TH EM AND YOU WILL
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
ALL DRUGGISTS 35 »

Enterprise
I

1

J

1

1

METHODISTCHURCH
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor

PRICES RANGE FROM $8 to $15.

I MARBLE BLOCK SHOE STORE

0

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Res. 1 High St., Tel. 45-3

SPECIAL IN BLANKETS
3.49
3.98

T

!

85.

$3.98 Values for
$4.9W Values for

C<
G
bi

$1.00 A

YEAR

]

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. MAINE

ORIGINAL PQEM

For ne’er by man has vantage point been gained
But must through constant battling be retained:
Or sink into the bondage we deserve;
By REV: T. P. BAKER
Or sink into the bonage we deserve;
But if We be our fathers’ real sons,
Poem read .at Kenneburikport, Me., Nov. 18 1919, at exercises If yet Within our veins their red blood runs,
Commemorative of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Charter We cannot turn our backs on any foe,
Granted to the Town of Arundel, predecessor of the Town of Kenne But, with-unyielding will, match blow with blow.
bunkport.
And there are dangerous foes we must defeat
PROLOGUE
Before our solemn task shall be complete.
Cast ye your eyes abroad, and let them fall
Last night In France there happed a strange event—
On Europe’s lands, hid ’neath the sable pall
Just what it was it matters not—
Of smoke of burning homes and belching guns
Or was it-On Siberia’s frozen steppes,
Turned to a use which , steel, insensate shuns.
Or in some other distant spot?
Vain is the claim of blustering Bolshevik
This morn, upon our breakfast table lay-i-Z
That larger liberties alone they seek;
Clôse to a steaming Jâvan- cup,
For Liberty, so godlike, ne’er is found
Or tea from far Formosa or Cathay—
Where lawless might doth crush the right to ground.
A page that served the story’up.
And from such scenes all patriots must bend
And thus our earth shrinks small and smaller still,
Their mind and might their country to defend.
. That once seemed infinite in size,
And while we may not close our open door
With boundless plains and still more boundlèss seas,
To bar out worthy men who seek our shore,.
- And over, all the far domed skies.
Yet those we cannot* greet within our gate
Whose purpose is to overthrow the State
From that fair .scene where man first saw the light,
And build instead upon the ruined mass
. Spurred by Resistless love of change,
A government excluding any class.
The.race’s later' sons moved on and on
Let Russia’s fate the message clearly speak,
■ To lands and skies that grew more strange.
That hope for us lies, not with Bolshevik.
They stood where waves broke on Europa’s shore,*
So let us hurl the; doctrines they proclaim
And from high cliffs looked put afar.
Into that sulph’rous pit from whence they came.
. Where set thé sun, and watched through all the night
The golden gleam of ,twinkling star.
More than one foe our fathers faced in fight
In pushing on toward liberty and light;
When-bold Columbus first discerned the Way
As crowds of enemies besieged their way,
• Across the wild, uncharted seà,
So us a multitude oppose to-day.
A mighty Kost the unknown dangers braved
Red-handed anarchists we cannot brook,
To reach the land of mystery.
Nor those that, kindly principles forsook,
'They touched at length New England’s changeful coast—
Find, as the base of their inhuman creed,.
Now dad in raiment of the spring,
A most unbrotherly and wicked greed.
Anon hid deep beneath the^wintry snows—."
Upon the needs of men they profiteer
And ended here their wandering.
Without a conscience and without a tear;
They found a land in hope and promise rich,
And what our helpless people most require
And built their towns and cities here,
For raiment, shelter, food and winter’s fire,
And farms and outposts scattered far afield,
Through domination at its very source,
The harbingers of light and cheer.
Or through control somewhere along its course,
They seize and hold, compel a rising price,
And now two hundred years away have sped
And multiply just profits twice or thrice. '
Since from the parent colony
Thus in this land by Providence most blest,
A charter to Arundel’s town was sent
Through all its fair domain from East t,o West, ,
. That granted independency. ■
Unnumbered souls, all hungry, fainting, gaunt,
And you are here to help commemorate,
Cry put for help against a needless want. .
In this somewhat informal, way,
The question old, Do I my brother keep?
The stone our freedom-loving townsmen reared
These robbers ask, while angels mourn , and weep .
On that long-past momentous day.
That in this land of Christian brotherhood
Men can be found, who, while they understood
Two hundred years ! A long time in advance,
The evils of their cruel, grasping greed.
Yet, when ’tis gone, the merest circumstance,.
To poignant prayers for mercy give ho' heed.
As ’twere, in this world’s life—a fleeting breath
Yea, these are partners with'the anarchist, 1 In earth’s unmeasured flight ’twixt birth and death.
Though they, as Pharisee pf Old, insist
But turn thou back, O Time, twice that, and more.
Thejnselves more righteous than the Publican,
To days when white men first beheld this shore.
With greater love of God than common man;
And loudly sound the trump whene’er they dole
Had we for all theSe years, as has the sun,
A tainted tithe to veil a tarnished soul;
Observed the change as days and months have run,
But they deceive not either man or God,
And noted how the erstwhile wilderness,
Nor can they ward off lightnings, justice shod,
Once home of savage in barbaric dressj
Which soon must fall as God’s avenging fire,
Has altered with the progress of the State,»
Their wealth and them consume on fUn’ral pyre.
Its life unfolding at an equal rate,
There Sow would be before us, open spread,
But, culpable, they do not stand alone.
"’A boOlcfrom which great, marvels might be read.
Others, from whom a judgment sane has flown,
Though partial be bur knowledge of the field,
Array themselves against our laws, time tried,
To us a treasure vast it still doth yield.
And principles for which our fathers died;
Then, like the bee, Where sweetest flowers abound,
And, as voracious wolves in snarling pack,
Which gathers moi from all that there are found,
Scenting a helpless herd, pursue its track,
But from one here, another there, she takes,
Until, with curdling howl, they, tearing, bite,
While others, laden equally, forsakes,
And slay to glut a bloody appetite;
And then neglects Whole acres rich with bloom,
So round America there stands a horde ..
Thus giving others more abundant room: >
Which would her name blot out by fire and sword.
We, too, must leave-for abler tongue or penj
The record of the deeds of these brave men.
Almost at bay she summons now her sons
To save-her from these base assassins’ guns.
Men of what type were they who boldly swept
And .who that hears this strong, appealing call,
Across Atlanta’s waste, while others slept,
Can yet delay to consecrate his all—
Or just were waking from that long, long sleep
His purse, his strength and ev’ry power of mind—
That held mankind fast chained in slumbers deep? .
That men like these, to frenzied hate resigned,
Though Homer wrote with all-surpassing pen
May not the fathers’ splendid work destroy,
Of gods and demigods and godlike men,.
While Freedom’s enemies mock lottd with joy!'
On his inspiring pages none appear
Are ye the«,sons of men who dared the gale
Who with these hardy men were more than peer.
Of winter’s wildest months in vessels frail,
With courage great, endurance most sublime,
And, falt’ring not* at dangers which beset,
As giants they must stand throughout all time.
Pushed on till they achievement perfect met?
First, victors o’er the rough opposing sea,
They feared not Nature’s hostile moods, nor man,
Thénce struggle they to perfect liberty,
More subtle and vindictive in his plan;
And, through long years of undiminished toil,
But, with a faith firm fixed in Nature’s God,
They wrest support from this reluctant soil,
The way of bold fidelity they trod
The while they strive with cruel, crafty foe
5
Until for us and all mankind there grew
Their homes to save from ever threatening woe.
The flag of Hope in red and white and blue,
And, .as they wrought a living to procure,
The hallowed banner that in danger stands
They sought to keep a soul unsullied, pure,Of being trailed in dust by traitor hands.
However tempting seemed the preferred prize,
Our fathers, warned, the savage waited not,
With wrong they constant scorned to compromise.
But met them at their secret gath’ring spot.
At honor’s sacrifice they bought no gains,
Can we in coward listlessness await
For this world’s„truest blood cOursed through their veins. :
The fall of threatened blow of murd’rous hate?
“No! No!” each freeman’s voice at once replies.
Well disciplined in this most thorough school,
If this be from your heart, arise! arise!
They overthrow the tyrant’s unjust rule,.
Grasp in your hands again your keen-edged sword
And, on a base of pure democracy,
> i
And be ye ready for the final word
That all brave men might equal be and free,
Which shall proclaim the dawn of battle-day,
A nation built whose banner, waving far,
When true Americans, in stem array,
To earth’s enthralled became the Morning Star.
Shall meet the revolutionary clan
So we, as- sons of these heroic sires,
In conflict for the liberties of man.
Do here renew their blazing altar, fires,
And yet our duty is but well begun
Awake! Arise! ye sons of. worthy sires,
When we have sung their.glorious conquests won :
Before bursts forth already-kindled fires.
For vain their efforts and their sacrifice,
Let not the lessons of the struggles past
If now their spirit languishes and dies.
Be all in vain. Let fear away be cast.
Behind you be all indecision tossed;
Their fathers saw the first faint gleams, of light,
And fight ye for your land, whate’er the cost.
Forerunners of the sinking shades of night?
Ye must not falter in these crucial days..
And, with a purpose growing e’er more strong,
Lift up your eyes; your steady hands upraise.
The Warred against firm-seated, age-old wrong ;
To God and all the world assurance give
And they, from foothill hights thus hardly won,
' i"
That still your fathers* principles shall live;
Saw higher hills, , on which the rising sun
That in this land shall be no ruling class,
More brightly cast his oriental fay,
No money kings, no autocratic mass;
Sure promise giving of the full-orbed day.
That here shall be no master and no slave;
Thus were they lured by Freedom’s potent charms
But equal all in life as in the grave;
To, face the wilderness and war’s alarms
And over all forever shall there be
And all the foes that ever must be met
The starry emblem -of our liberty.
By those.whose eyes on radiant hights are sfet.

And now in these .our days is heard again
The country’s call for fearless,-stalwart men;
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on the subject _of shortbread, so
popular with Scotch and English
folk.
“But, good
_
as was the old-fasl
toned kind,” remarked our hostess!
“it .was so extremely rich that thq
heavy taste lingered long after eat]
ing.”
'
“Well," said Betsy, “raere!^noth|
ing like that about the shortbread
we have at our house—Lorna Doond
Biscuit I
squares
and ready to serve, any time.
“I was talking to mother abouj
them only the other
says that Lorna
all the appetjjjg
fashioned
Baking nqte:
enough
The perfect short
good-Td

ness and freshness, however, are not
the only features that recommend
them. A still greater consideration
is the fact that National Biscuit
Company products obviate the neces
sity for mixing and baking at home,
hnd any woman who has spent a
of her time in the
RNnlNlHIng even for a. small fam
ily knows
nffieionrv wnA.
gconoprlBjfc |l

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
L COMPANY

Acme
Theatre
KENNEBUNK

SPECIAL

feALiaiscuiraiNiai
LORNA DOOMS

swet^
01

bread is mealy, cnimbly and not over-rich.
Add to all this a wonder^
ful flavor, developed by
scientific baking, and you
have LORNA DOONE Biscuit, which come
all ready to serve, by the. pound or in the famous'
ren
Jh-er-seal Trade Mark package. The name
Dd®
of I L Lorna Dqone is on every biscuit.
Ironed

him.
what
ticularl5g|g.
NATIONAL-BISCUIT COMPANY
pthi make.
that he
it
will
suröiö? Uneeda Biscuit
wants them^l fe.
many you can
as if he stood
Dad says ‘they
the oven door.’
_____
“Yes, that’s the beauty of a-. . yHSut do not “sate-ify.” ’ That
¿ «
National Biscuit Company products is because there is just enough rich—they ire always ready—night and ness to them, and no more. Appeday—and always fresh. Their readi- tite leads on and on until only the

Pepperell Trust Company
Corner Main and'Washington Streets
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
The Bank with the Chinle Clock

SAVING
Money saved brightens the future. Where is the money you have been
earning all these years? You spend itund sorhebodji else puts it in the
bank. Why don’t you put your own money in the bank for yourself?
Why let the other fellow Save What You earn.

IT’S WORTH THINKING OVER
Deposits commence Interest on the
first day of every month

Do You Need Water?
WRITE OR PHONE

Atesian Well Company of N. H
contractors for drilled wells
,
Office: . Merchants’ Bank Building
DOVER,
Tel.399-M
N. H

Monday, Nov. 24 only
Dorothy Phillips
IN

‘The Right
to Happiness’
Thanksgiving Day Only

SpecialCircusand
Animal Pictures
Monday
“THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS”
Tuesday—Clara Kimball Young in
“CHEATING CHEATERS”
Helen Holmes in the 2nd episode
“THE FATAL FORTUNE’?
Wednesday—Norma Talmage in
“THE NEW MOON”
Drew Comedy—“Sisterly Scheme”
Thanksgiving—Billy Rhodes in a
Big Circus Picture,
“HOOP LA”
Mitjor Allen’s Wild Jungle Picture
“TRAILING THE LEOPARD”
Friday—Bert Lytell in
“EASY TO MAKE MONEY”
Elmo Lincoln in the 1st episode of
“ELMO THE MIGHTY”
Saturday—Monroe Salisbury , in
“THE LIGHT OF VICTORY” ;
Current Events
Ford Weekly

Coming Dec. 4-5-6
TAYLOR’S BIG DOG SHOW

WANTED
Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter, .
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
anything in the Antique line. Any
one having articles to offer, call
or write.
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
BUNK, MAINE

La France

Ask Us About

Trading Stamps
See the Premiums Given

A. M. SEAVEY’S
Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

TO ALL CUSTOMERS
having, their houses wired, for electfid lights
during the next three months

We have

NORTON & HARDEN
Electrical
P. O. Square

Maguire The Shoeist
Opp. The Library.
BIDDEFORD

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free
Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00.
a limited supply at 6.50

—A PLEASING MODEL IN
BLACK OR BROWN BRIGHTEN
ED BY A GREY BUCK TOP
New LA FRANCE boots effec
tively supplement a smartly tailor
ed suit and dashing hat.
Because her shoes bear the LA
FRANCE trade mark Milady will
have absolute foot comfort as well
as the pleasure of being beauti
fully shod. e
.
We shall be glad to show you the
new LA FRANCE models which
we carry in AA to EE widths.

.

Horse Blankets
Full line-up to the minute stock.
All varities sizes and weights in;
Street and Stable Blankets.
The size of our stock enable us to
buy at Lowest Prices. You get the
benefit.
GEORGE A. SHIELD
. . (successor to W. Boivin) ....
12 Alfred Street.
Biddeford
Hamess and Harness Repairing

Contractors

Tel. 151-3 or 137-4

Kennebunk, M

SnOKE

Yarns for Sweaters
Heavy and light weight, Light and
dark grey and Splendid Khaki Colors.
Extraordinary value at a limited
quantity.

Enterprise Ads. PAY
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CIGARS
MANUFACTURED BY

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.

W. J. Bradford Co

PORTLAND

SACO.

Kennebunk

enterprise,

Kennebunk, mains

Pitcher. Mrs. Alta E. Grant.
Will of Obid Merrill, 1810. Mrs.
Sherman A. Merrill.
Appointment of Enoch Cousens
Continued from page one.
xas Captain of F Company, Fourth
Pewter tank. Mrs. Su&an. Mer regiment, by Gov. John Fairfield,
1839. Mrs. Rollins. -. I
rill.
Discharge of Enoch Cousens.
Pewter platter. Mrs. J. B.
1846. Mrs. Clara E. Rollins.
Whitcomb.
Sketch of Kennebunkport draw
Pewter teapot, Mrs. S. J. Merbridge, 1877, by Prosper L. Senat.
rHl.
ivory fan. Mrs. Chas.
Pewter platter, said^to be 300 B. Carved
Adams.
years old. Harold C. Durrell.
Oaths to property. 1842." Geo.
Painted tray. H. L. Luques.
N. Stevens.
Copy of Virgil, 1803. Rev. H.
English china dishes. Mrs. H.
R. McCartney.
F. Perkins.
Copy of an original edition of
Gran dfather’s watch. Mrs.
Burns’ poems, Mys. Clara E. Rol- Sherman A. Merrill. •»
lins.
Hand-woven towels. Mrs. J. B.
Hand-woven white counterpane, Whitcomb.
Tortoise shell combs.
Mrs.
woven by the great grandmother
Sherman A-. Merrill.
of Sherman A. Merrill.
Small document trunk. Mrs. L.
Brown and white counterpane
wvvcu by
uy the
me great great greatg-reai/rC. Perkins,
woven
grandmother of Sherman A. Mer-i Staffordshire,. Chinese design,
j Mrs. L. C. Perkins.
rill.
Lowestoft cup and saucer. Mrs.
Hand-woven blue and white
counterpane. Mrs. J. B. Whit- L. C. Perkins.
Pink luster tea plates.
Mrs.
comb.,
Gingham dress worn by Mrs. L. C. Perkins.
Bristol ware teapot and pitcher.
Woodman’s aunt, 103 years old.
,
Paul Revere lanterns. 1775— Mrs. L. C. Perkins.
Pewter night lamp. Miss Lou
Mrs. Frank Adams.
Undated,
WEEKS of efforts are behind the special features we shall offer—for
WE are adding a new milestone to the progressive growth of this store
ise Wheeler.
Mrsi J. B. Whitcomb.
Glassware. Mrs. L. C. Perkins.
Dutch oven 250 years old. Sheet
we
determined when we started planning this Anniversary Celebration
and in this connection wish to express our great appreciation and
Housewife for needle and
iron. John I. Merrill.
that
we should have something Id celebrate it with.
thanks for the generous patronage of our customers. But we wish to
Scalse—1777. Sherman A. Mer thread. Mrs. Susan E. 'Merrill.
/Every dollar’s worth of goods on sale is fresh, new, up-to-date in style
rill.
put this appreciation in concrete foijip, and therefore have put forward - j
and reliable in quality—the sort of goods you can buy without hesita
Hand sewing niachina. John I.
From 2 to 6 o’clock tea and
very strenuous efforts to celebrate our Birthday with a series of values
tion, and all priced so attractively that you will save many dollars if
Merrill.
sandwiches were served to all.
that will earn for us continued patronage.
you supply all your Fall Apparel and Home Needs during this Sale.
Warp for weaving. John I. Mer There was such an abundance of
rill.
these dainty productions of the
Hand fire-bellows. Mrs. Susan housekeepers that, at the close of
E. Merrill. Sherman A. Merrill. the evening exercises, it was an
Water jug. Mrs. Frank Lom nounced that all would again be
bard.
served with sandwiches, and so
Brass candlesticks. Mrs. Sher- many availed themsefves of this .
A. Merrill.
privilege that the spacious vestry
Tinderbox. Mrs. Sherman A. was crowded to capacity. The
Merrill. Mrs. Julian Talbot.
quality of the sandwiches testi
Foot warmer. F. A. Twambly. fied th^it, if there has been great
Mrs. Julian Talbot.
*
change in housekeeping methods,
Fire Shovel. Mrs. Julian Tal the ability of the ladies of today
i “A Pleasant Place to Shop”
bot.
can suffer not at all by comparison
Tea caddy. Date of Boston Tea with the best traditions that have
120 MAIN STREET,
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
Party. Miss Mary S. Atkins.
survived the olden times.
Old school bjjoks. " Mrs. D. W.
The Committee in-charge of the
Hadlock.
exhibit was Mrs. Palmer A. Twam
Pair of whale oil lamps. Mrs. bly,‘ Mrs. Clara E. Rollins and
J. B. Whitcomb.^
William M. Rounds.
Fireplade brushes and small
They were ably assisted by Mrs Maine
i
known as Kennebunkport. I
parasol. Mrs. Susan E Merrill.
Deed of property near Durrell Ralph Perkins, Mrs. L. P. Dow, rThe coast line has changed but
bridge, 1732. Harold C. Durrell. Mrs. W. E. Hanson, Mrs. Frank 1little since the time of the early
Souare glass lantern. Mrs. J. Adams,'Mrs. Byron Milliken, Miss ,settlers. Th,ese were not fugitives
Rita Talbot, Mrs. Grace Jenney, from
'
religious intolerance, but
B. Whitcomb.
/
Pyramidal glass lantern. Mrs. Mrs. Sherman, Miss Smith, Mrs., came to better their worldly pros
Ethel Lombard, Miss Jennie Huff, pects. We read of their hardships,
Harvey Sinnott. 1
Lantern. Mrs.'S. A. Merrill./ Mrs. Carrie Coleman, Miss Mary but learn little of their home life;
Betsey lamp. Mrs. Julian Tal S. Twambly, Mrs. H. L. Prescott, yet they undoubtedly had their
Mrs. James McCabe and Mrs. Al- romances, their hours of feasting,
bot.
melody and sunshine, as well as
War time picture of child soldier, bert Welch.
The Committee in charge of the their hours of bitterness and tears.
boy. Mrs. B. C. Hall.
Carpet bag. Mrs. D. W. Had. refreshments was Mrs. Byron C.
The type of character represent
Hall, Mrs. W. F Goodwin, Mrs.
lock.
ed by the early New Englander
Black silk dress, Mrs. D. w. Hodgkins, Mrs. George Norton has always been -of interest to
and Miss Mabel Doane.
Hadlock.
Their assistants were Miss Ruth' students and writers; but few
Washbowl, pewter teapot and
Emery, Mrs. Helen Emery Smith, have really understood him. Un
platter. H. A. Wells.
derneath his apparently cold and
Blue and^ white 'counterpane. Miss Edna Rollins, Miss Katherine stern exterior there beat a heart
Twambly
and\
Miss
Lillian
Ami

H. A. Wells.
as warm as any. They left us a
White counterpane. Mr3. Hen rault.
splendid inheritance, but we have
Mrs. Sadie Todd and Mrs. Lilia added to \t, and mankind to-day
ry W. Seavy.
Spinning wheel. Palmer A. C. Perkins pouied tea.
is better physically, morally and
Twambly.
Some of the ladies were dressed mentally. The average duration
Mrs.
J.
E.
Gault,
Chair.
in costumes that came down froip of life ,is longer. Hardships do
' Dutch chair. Mrs. J. E.' Gault, other days, but the description of not strengthen, but weaken one’s
High chair (1816). H. L. them would swing j(our correspon physical powers. Past deeds of
dent into waters too deep for his prowess are frequently surpassed
Luques.
'
Powder horns. Mrs. 7 Sherman safety, and. as - discretion is the by modern athletes.
better part of valor, he begs leave
A. Merrill.
Mankind is better morally.
Sword and • scabbord (1812.) to be excused from this task? He
Sherman A. Merrill.
will mention, in passing" out of There is more regard for law and
Revolutionary gun. Charles O. this'difficult problbm, that Mrs. order. Religion is more liberal.
Let us help you then with the FAMILY GATHERING on THANKSGIVIN
Mrs., L. C. Perkins wore the Ced The creeds of the churches are
Huff.
Lamp wick counterpane. Mrs. ing dress of her mother, which more nearly akin. Due to the
DAY that it may breathe a spirit of love and happiness!
j
looked as charming as it must troduction and development of
Henry W., Seavey.
Iron fire shovels. C« S. Farrar. have appeared when it was worn the public school system, mental
Fire tongS^C. S. Farrar.
on'the occasion for which it was ’equipment is better. There has
If you are prepared to brighten up a bit, we can offer you the largest variety of Tab]
Gun altered frSm^flintlock 1810. designed. On the waist was lace been undreamed of progress in all
D. W. Hadlock#
of an unsual fineness, and her departments of science.
and Kitchen Utensils to Choose from at the very lowest prices in York County. Ju|
Bronze power flask. Mrs Sher companion pourer also wore simiBut there is another side to the
man A. Merrill.
lar lace.
a few more hours to shop and then—THANKSGIVING ! ! ! !
picture. The “good old times”
Flax wheel. John I. Merrill.
The auditorium was finely deco- contained much that could be
Cheese press. John I. Merrill. rated, thought not lavishly, by adopted today with benefit." Life,
Paisley shawl. Mrs.^, George Abbott Graves, on the organ be for instance, was simpler by far
one-half price
50c each at
25c [ 1 Bowl
Robinson.
ing a tapestry representation of and replete with genuineness.
614 in. size at
1 lot of odd Plates of all sizes at 6 Cups and Saucers
Baxter Bible (1638).
-Mrs.'the Mayflower.
Old time articles are largely
734 in. size at
B
10c I 1 Meat Platter
Adams.
By the time of the opening ex- sought for, because artisans took
814 in. size at
B
Decorated in red, dark blue and
1 Vegetable Dish
Custom house
A ?: cir.es, the large auditorium was pride in their work, and the result
6 in. square shape
1 Sugar Bowl
. F. Chick.
.“/orc than full, extra seats having of their honest labors adds attrac- light green.
814 in. oval, green decoratioB
up Plates were $2.65 a doz. at
1_ CreaftiPitcher
Picture knobs, 125 years old. been brought in and many still be’ tiveness to our present day homes.
1 LOT OF BLUE W1I.I.B
Regular price $8.09 a set. Sale
$1.80
Dr. H. H Prescott.
ing compelled to stand.
White Gold Band China, Coffee Price for a short time only $6.98
COVERED DISHES«
10-in.
Plates
were.
$3.30
a
doz
at
1
We
need
look
no
farther
back
Wood taken from hóuse QCCUEverthing on the program was
25c 66 piece set service for eight peo worth $2.45 at
I
$2.40 size, worth 30c, at
Franklin’s presented in a very pleasing man• than to the days of otir childhood
nied bv Benjamin
1 LOT OF BLUE WILLoB
in. Plates were $2.65 a doz. at White, with blue decoration, Coffee ple. Set consists of the follow
father in 1698. A. F. Chick.
ner, the speakers of.the evening■ for “good old times,” however.
GRAVY BOATS AND STAN®
$1.80 size, heavy china, worth 30c at ing pieces.
Snectacles and case. 1770. Mrs. being at their best. Miss Kath. Make a child’s life happy and you
worth $1.40 at
$H
Bread and Butter Plates
8
D. W. Hadlock.
erine Twambly presided at the or• inspire the future man and woman
25c 8 Dessert Plates
1 LOT OF BLUE WILLOW
Brass candlestick and snuffers. gan with her usual excellence., with that love of town and counBUTTER DISHES
8 Dinner Plates
Miss Atkins again revealed her• try which has enabled the people
Charles M. Smith
White, with Japanese figures, in 8 Soup* Plates
BLUE WILLOW PLATES
worth
$1
45 at
$1.
;
of
this
land
to
accomplish
what
Charles ability to bring out the best that
Snuff 'boxes. zMrs
10-in. Plates were $3.85 a doz. at green decoration, tea size, very 8 Sauce Dishes
1
1 LOT OF BLUE WILLOVfa
.may bp in the nuoils in the way■ they have, and guarantees our
Ad«ms Mrs. D. W. Fad’ock.
thin
china,
worth
25c,
at
19c
$2.40
SAUCE DISHES
4
8 Cups and Saucers
Washington pitcher. Mrs-. J. A. of singing, and the chorus is to> continued existence as a nation.
in. Plates were $3.20 a doz. at Plain White Coffee Cups and Sau 2 Meat Platters
2 sizes, worth $1.40 and $1.45«
be much. comDlimented on the> With such a love in his heart there
T’^^omb
cers, 30c value at
20c 1 Vegetable Dish
$2.00
at
.
«
Silver shoe buckle. Mrs. Chas, manner in which the various se. can be no room for the pernicious
2 for 25c
1 LOT OF BLUE WILT jB
in. Plates were $2.90 a doz. at 1 lot of Coffee Cups
1 Covered Vegetable Dish
doctrines of radicalism that are
lections were rendered.
$1.80 Imported White Tea Cups and Sau 1 Gravy Dish
OAT MEALS
Knee buckle. Mrs Dr. Prescott
The exercises began with a vol striving to undermine our citizenPlates were $3.65 a doz. at cers, the “Whitmark” pattern, 1 Pickle Dish
worth $2.60 doz., at
ship.
Silver nw«- nresented -to Mrs. untary bv Miss Twambly, follow
$2.40 worth $3.50 a doz., special sale
Sugar Bowl
J. A. Titcomb’s great great great ing which Judge H. L. Luaues de
for Thanksgiving at
$3.00
lot of gold band Dinner Plates,
To those who have returned to
1 Cream Pitcher
uncle for some important service livered the address of ■vyelcome in the old town that we all love, in
worth 25c, at
20c
Regular Price $14.20, Sale Price In Pieces or Complete.
a very effective way. He spoke ih order that they may renew old
rendered.
hite Soup Plates worth 20c at
$12.98 THANKSGIVING PRICED-J1
Sau15
c
Blue
Willow
Tea
Cups
and
Tankard presented for some part as follows:
friendships and associations, we
cers, worth $4.25 a doz., until
for the wear of a Lifetime. 1
service. Frank N. Perkins.
SUBSTANCE OF THE ADDRESS extend a most hearty welcome.
1 lot white Soup Plates slightly
Thanksgiving, price per doz.
Dictionarv 1806. Wilbur Wildes.
OF WELCOME BY JUDGE
W and Ó.
damaged at
10c
$3.75 It is not too early to buy your
Acts and Laws of Province of
HERBERT L. LUQUES
ite Dessert Plates measure 8-in |
Thanksgiving Roaster now. Pri Glistening and Styled to the E
The chorus of school children
Massachusetts Bay, 1742. Chas.
Judge Luques in his address of
worth $2.00 a doz at
$1.50
ces are a little lower than last A stock to- warrant more th
B Adams.
welcome drew a .sharp contrast then rendered “The Landing of
American ware, white body, with
year.
Old coins: Frank Meserve
between “the good old times” and the Pilgrims.
ina Dessert Plates. Blue Onion
pink flower and green spray 3 sizes in black iron $1.30, 1.80 3.00 glance—new cuttings and j
Lam centerniece. Presented to the present. He spoke in sub
Rev. Henry R. McCartney deliv
pattern, ^54-in. Worth 25c at decoration.
2 sizes in blue enamel $2.25, 2.70 values.
Mrs. S”nlee bv her aunt, Mrs. stance as follows:
ered the historical address, the
19c
42
piece
set
service
six
people.
Set
2 sizes in grey enamel $3.00, 3.60
B^’ron C. Hall.
' In a country such as ours, so
of which will be print
39c consists of the following pieces.
4-in. Worth 50c at
Pillow, two hundred vears old. I vast in its extent, with new com substance
That is made for the uses J
ed
in
the
next
edition.
6 Bread and Butter Plates
Mrs. Sherman A. Merrill.
munities springing into existence
Jhousehold
lIU UotllOlll“—
—]new patterns of b|
The children sang “America the
6 Dinner Plates
lina Dessert Plates with dainty
Kamnler. 1812. P. A. Twamblv I almost daily by reason of the dis Beautiful” in a very effective man
1 LOT OF HEAVY OVAL DISHES and quality.
6
Soup
Plates
wreath
design
of
small
pink
Samnlor. Mrs. J. B Whii-romb. covery of hitherto unknown nat ner.
With Pink Dcorations at about
—
flowers and green spray. Worth I 6 Sauce Dishes
Tapestry work pillow. H. L. ural resouces,..a town that can
The poem of the occasion was
Lu ones
look .back over two hundred years
H. L of history has some claim to dis read by Rev. Thomas P. Baker,
Mexican shell basket.
I nones.
tinction on that ground alone, and and will be found in another colIn FACT, we have so many things priced for the THANKSGIVING, so much tha
' ' '
Infant dress.
Mrs. W. M. it is fitting that we who live in umn.
Rounds.
such a town and whose families
The program concluded by the
helped make its history should audience arising and singing the
Cape. P. A Twambly.
adds to the delight of the table and the appearance of the HOME,
Almanac and account book 1768. observe such a birthday.
four stanzas of “America.”
To Americans the history of any
Harold C. Durrell.
Old French picture of the Prod- section of our .country should be
Flashlights and batteries, new
jgsl Son Mrs*J". B. Whitcomb. | of interest, but to-day »our interest
we could not tell anything like the half of it ! ! ! !
T.oce veil. 200 yea?p old. Mrs. is centered in the State of Maine stock, Fiske the druggist on the
Corner.
Adv.
and in that particular part of
L. C. Perkins
TWO HUNDREDTH ANNIVER
SARY

Announcing a Remarkable Seven Day Feast of Wonder Bargains

Our 34th

Anniversary Celebration

Starts Friday, November 21st

And Continues for Seven Selling Days
A Series of Honey-Saving Offerings

A Remarkable Success—Celebrated in a Remarkable Way

See Thursday’s
Journal
For Details

An Event of
Unusual Values

T. L. EVANS & CO:
Biddeford Maine

Will Help You Make

Thanksgiving—A Day of Rejoicing

Naturally we all .wish our HOMES bright and attractive for
this festive occasion, especially is this true of the dining
room and kitchen.
■

Sale of Plates

Special Cups and Saucers,

VERY SPECIAL

Silver Plated Sets Rofl

Limited Special

Savory Covered Roasters

Cut Glass Piul

Dinner Se's

Eveiything in Alumu

Vegetable Dishes

You must corrie]

and see,

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK, MAINE

BUY YOUR

New Draperies for the Windows

Holiday Goods Early
OwinG to uncertain and unusual trade conditions We WARN OUR
CUSTOMESR that there will be a SHORTAGE OF TOYS AND
OTHER HOLIDAY GOODS this, season.
WE URGE OUR CUSTOMERS that delay will be disastrous.
(BUY NOW as many of the regular lines are NÒ LONGER IN TH0[
WHOLESALE MARKET and we can get no more.

- WE PREDICT that the stocks of CANDIES, particularly the
higher grades, WILL BE EXHAUSTED before Christmas.

WcOifcr for your Approval
Toys of Various Gradesand De
scriptions. Ivory Toilet Sets.
Leather Goods. Snap Shot Al
bums in Souvenir Leather Covers
A small line of Doll Carriages.

New Foj table Electric Lam#

fastman

There’s still ampje time to secure the new curtains you have
been thinking of getting—and shoppers at Eastman’s Are
fortunate in finding new shipments for their approval. We /
invite your inspection of them at your convenience.

A colorful bit of home-making that holds a place quite its
bwn—shedding a softening^ homey glow that bespeaks cor
dial hospitality to everyone. A host of pretty new styles fo
select from in out drapery Section, Third Floor.

H

Arc YOU Ready For Thanksgiving Day?
Is the Home At Its Best--Have You Provided for This Glad

Join The Ten-Weeks Club Sale of

And Festive Occasion With New Dinherware, Linens and Silver.

Eastman’s Stands r^ady as never before to give helpful ‘service in your prep
arations for this, one of America’s Great Days. We have gathered for larger and
better stocks than for many seasons past in anticipation of the increased needs of
rejoicing families reunited, of warriors returned, of gatherings just to commemor
ate this happy day when we all have so much to be thankful for.

Beautiful Open-Stock Dinnerware
New Patterns of Exceptional Beauty and Character
Carefully Chosen With a Thought To Fine Quality.

COMMUNITY SILVER
Par Plate Quality In Two Choice Styles
THIS WEEK

Enabling- Club Mgmbers to buy any part or alj. of this.
26-Piece Silver chest at special Sale Prices. An opportunity
to . save on Thanksgiving Silver needs—also ,on Christmas
giftS. ;

Glistening
Cut Glass

7-Piece Cider or Water Sets
in beautiful grape cuttings,
of fine clear glass, pitcher in
A showing that we are indeed proud -to have you see. Din tall tankard style, with six
nerware of the finest qualities and in disfinclffve new designs tumblers ' in cuttings to
of marked beauty. Quality dinnerwear that we know will give last match, set
ing satisfaction to every customer—and for those who have planned
on securing a new set for Thanksgiving we have planned to make Cut Glass Pickle or Olive
Trays, in genuine cuttings,
^hopping, at Eastman’s especially attractive this week.
beautiful styles, special ’
Four Choice Patterns, The Bazas, The Newton, The Dresden
and The Brompton Are Specially Priced For Thanksgiving.
7-Piece Cut Glass Water Sets
in beautiful floral and line
cuttings, best quality blown
glass, special at set .. '

Every Piece of Silver Guaranteed for 10 Years

READY FOR THE FEAST WITH

Finest Quality Linens

Generous stocks of them—beautiful, snowy linens of the
finest pure flax, that housewives delight in treasuring and
KN0W_will give the best of service.
Featured prominently are the well known John S. Brown
linens.-^-shown exclusively a-t Eastman's in Portland—genu
ine Irish grass-bleached qualities in pattern clotlis with or
without; napkins to match. Nearly every wanted size is
shown in a variety* pf patterns—beautiful, cldar distinct de
signs that shem to stand out from the weave itself.
Whether your Thanksgiving needs call for——A
Pattern Cloths
'
Luncheon ClothV /
Beautiful Styles in Mahogany and Mahogany Finish Serving Trays!
Napkins
’ ;. . Table Damasks
,
’
Tray Cloths/ ;
Sugar and Creamer Sets in Tea/Cloths *
A special lot of new shapes just received and many of them very at- assorted light cuttings and or Madeira and Italian Embroidered Linens.
•<
I
new shapes, special at set
“yptieed tt
...........
Look to 'Eastman’s for finest. quality pure linens—and at
considérable savings from present market prices.

$1.59

We have a small quantity of

Choice Box Candies
and a recent invoice of

At Savings of About 20 per cent.

Lovell & Covell Famous Caramels

$3.95

These are all that we shall be able to secure this year.
BOOKS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS FOR ALL AGES.
Jersey Ice Cream still on deck—the finest in the World.

E. A. Bodge
Main Street,

$1.75

Kennebunk

^(^5

95c

Hand Painted Japanese China

Old Farmer’s Almanac, 128th year.

Specially Priced for Thanksgiving Selling

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER WILL

A bit of fancy china—a. colorful, dainty bon bon dish—how much it adds to the appearance of the
Thanksgiving table or what a delightful Christmas gift. The assortments now offer splendid
choosing and many lots are very specially priced, examples being listed below.

be Issued DECEMBER 4th.

En-

gage your Advertising Space.

Lot of Bon Bon Dishes, assorted
shapes and decorations^ fine hand
painted Nippon china, choice now,
each ............................
95c

SPECIAL LOT
Consisting , of Marmalade
Jars, Mayonnaise Sets, 7Piece Nut Sets, 7-Piece Jelly
Sets. Choice ................$1.25

Floral Decorated Teas and Sau
cers. ... .>.......,.... 6 for. $1.29
7-Piece Celery Sets, special, $2.25
Blue Decorated Teas . and Saucers,
set of 6 for ....................... $1.59

DO IT NOW!

^Morm’s Drus Store ThanksgivingCorner Main and Jefferson Streets, Biddeford

Three Days of Sensational Savings

Home and Fireside "Equipment

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, Nov. 24, 25 and 26th.
You Buy One Item from us at 4
On these three days only Will Larrabee s Department Store, Kennebunk,i Me.
the regular price and we give I x^jSfirany two items advertised heic for pracyou another of the same for
I ^^tically the price of one.

||it _

si

Just now our stores contain many extra good values in

i

By calling early you will have a choice of a full assortment in each line—therefore-come early.____ _
THANKSGIVING PRICES
for EVERY DAY
NECESSITIES

ONU CENT SALE ITEMS

2 for
2 for.
26c
26c, 25c Rejane' Cold’ Cr.
Nujol, large
$1.00 25c ADS Castoria
21c
31c
20C
“
Auto
Soap,
30c
ADS
Foot
Soap,
Nujol, small
50c
51c
36c150c G. Eff. Sod. Phosph.
Seidlitz Powders,
40c 35c ADS Arialg. Balm,
51c
31c 50c box Stationery,
Musterole
30 and 60s 30c ADS Hepatic Salts,
Phenolax Wafers,
25c 25c ADS Cold Tablets
26c
26c' 25c Tooth Brushes,
Epsom Salts, lb.
15c
21c! 29c
ttJ
30c
ADS
Aspirin
Tablets,
20c
Emuls. Cod Liver Oil,
89c
11c
36c 110c Rit Dyes,~
“
Fellow’s Hypoph.
$1.39 35c ADS
51c
80c
1
50q
Armand
Face
Powder
Water
Bottle,
100 Calomel Tabs.
25c 79c Hot
__T. ....
90c
26c! 89c Fountain Syringes
100 Cascara Tabs. .
35c 25c Milk of Magnesia,
7c
51c
!
6c
Menthol
Cough
Drops"
5 gr. Lithia Tabs.
25c 50c . “ u
'
21c
7c 120c Talcum Powder,
Arom. Cascara, 2 ozs.
25c 6c cake Toilet Soap,
26c
26c' 25c Rejane Van. Cream,
Squibb’s Mineral Oil
$1.00 25c Water Colors,
13c
20c * 12c bottle Inks,
1 lb. Absorb. Cotton
65c 19c Nail Brushes,
26c
2ic 25c Rat Corn,
Cuticura Soap,
25c 20c 20 Mule Borax, plus War Tax|
Leaf Sage, best, oz.
10c
Priest Ind. Powder,
35c
CIGARS & TOBACCOS
CANDIES
Mellin’s Food, larger
75c
2 for 25c
. Mellin’s Food, small,
$1.25 lb , 7-20-4 Cigars,
50c Page -& Shaw’s Choc.
2 for 25c
60c lb ! J-A Cigars,
Mixed Chocolates, lb.
65c Cream Caramels,
7c
65c lb Pippins,
Playing Cards,
30c upwards Mixed Chocolates,
6 for 25c
$1.25 lb La Politana Cigars,
Bath Sponges,
25c upwards Fish’s Chocolates,
25c
Fatima
Cigarettes
39c lb
Gum Drops, Jellies,
PECTORAL BALSAM,
35c Ass’d Cream Candy,
18c
40c lb Camel Cigarettes
16c
For Coughs, Colds etc.
<
5 and 6c Edgeworth Tobacco,
Gums, all kinds,
! Pipes,
30c and upwards
and many others
Laxative Cold Tablets
25c
2 gr. Quinine Pills, oz.
20c
No Thanksgiving Dinner is complete without some After DinFather John’s Medicine
50c
$1.00 ner Candies for the Ladies, and Cigars or Cigarettes for the Men.
I
SEE OUR DISPLAY OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS immediately after THANKSGIVING.

INC

household articles and various heating appliances

Coal and Oil Heaters at Moderate Pit
COLUMBIA

GRAFONOLAS and RISHWE

Machines Sold on Easy Terfis

A Large Selection of Records Always in So

Home and Fireside Equipmr
Plumbing inali its Brandir

LARRABEE’S

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

I

Thanksgiving
Salutation and Good Will

Live Wire Market
MAINE

KENNEBUNK

Your opportunity is here in a hundred and fifty and more ways of renew.

_■ ing your winter outfit, as well as getting the latest seasoned styles. This ex

What is. THANKSGIVING without the BIRD?
It is a pleasure only" to see those we have,for that day.
Price and appearance do not always indicate Quality ! But
it is always safe to purchase the TURKEY where the word
and the name of the dealer are as reliable as his BIRD.

ceptional selling at prices, many of which are radically reduced and all of

which are lower for value than anything we have offered for some time
This Series of November Sales throughout the store makes the biggest

YOUR Choice of the Selected

showing of best merchandise at the lowest possible cost to you

TURKEY 60c
Buy it in the next two days—NOW ! ! ! ! !

NOVEMBER

SALE OF

Stylish Coats at

NOVEMBER SALE OF

$20,

Women's Misses' ■

25,00, 35,00 valuesup

Suits, $25, 30,35, to

to $51,00.

50, Values up to $65

Coats fashioned bf Velours, Silvertone, Kersey,
Plush. Some fur trimmed, others with self or plush
collar and cuffs, lined and interlined and perfect in'
•every detail of styling and tailoring. All the wanted
colors and sizes are here fonyour selection.

Stylish Suits of high grade* Velour, Poplin, Silvertone, Broadcloth, Oxford, Tinseltone, etc. These at
tractive suits are all of them in the Very height of
fashion. Mostly , one of a kind but such a large
mlmbef to choose from yoy will have no trouble in
selecting what is most personally becoming.

MRS. N. H. DAVIS
Maine

Kennebunk

Is ready to furnish your taste andv style 'with graceful, fin
ished, selected HATS for an attractive and complete-^- ~

THANKSGIVING
Nothing can surpass the effectiveness of a beautiful HAT
for the Festal Days—

EXQUISITE !

Thanksgiving
Needs.
An interesting column of many items which we have
■prepared specially for x the needs of the housewife
who is planning for the Thanksgiving festival.

64 inch Mercerized Table Damask, soft linen finsh,
assortment Of best patterns, a yard.................. $1.00
72 inch extra heavy Mercerized Table Damask in an
excellent ranee of best styles, worth $L59, a yard

;.. 77?.......... $1.25

70 inch Linen Damask, very fine finish, shown in an
^assortment of patterns. Value $3,50, a yard ......... ................... . ............ $3.00
$2.00
Value $2.50, a yard ................................

20 inch Napkins, Assortments of best patterns. Spe
cials at per doz.......... ................... . ........ $2.98, $3.50
Partem cloths 8-4 and 10-4 sizes in a wide range .of
styles and patterns, most excellent values at ....
............................. $1.98, $2.25, $3.98
Tray Cloths in various ^izes arid styles at......... . .
?.......
...29c, 39c, 59c, 79c

Huck Towels in plain white, also colored borders,
large sizes. Special at each ........ 25c, 29c 35c

1' case 50 dozen hemmed Turkish Towels, bleached;
size 18x$6. Special at each................................ 29c
10 doz. seamless bleached Sheets, size 81x90, value
j$2.50. Special at ................................
$1.98
5(kpieces Union, also all linen crash, bleached, also
unbleached. Specials at a yard .. 19c, 22c, 29c, 35c

THAT’S just the word which describes our QUALITY Mid
Season offerings in MILLINERY. A wide Choice in Kind
and PRICE—but all priced for THANKSGIVING Time.

NOVEMBER SALE OF

39c Percales’ at 25c

Silk Blouses
at 1-4 Off

1,000 yds?~best Percales, light, medium
and dark colors. Saturday and Monday '
only.
x
' -

27 inch Bates Ginghams in stripes and
plaids. Saturday and Monday only.

Saturday and Monday only, our entire line of Crepe
de Chine, Geogette, Pussy Willow and fancy Silk
Waists at 25 per cent discout: They represent .the
very latest thought of the best designers for the sea
son of 1919-20 and the trimming and handwork has
also developed several new fancies which will please
the woman seeking for something exceptionally at
tractive. .
The prices-will speak'for .themselves to the woman
who knows quality;1

39cPeggy Cl oth29c

Cold Weather Needs

32 inches Wide, in an assortmnt of best
styles, Saturday and Monday only,
only.

Colton Blankets in various sizes, white, also grey
.......... ......................
$2.25, $2.75, $2.98

1,500 yards white outing flannel^ 27
inches wide; Saturday and Monday
only.

35c Gingham at 25c

39c Hose at 29c
Boys heavy hose, double heel and toe,1
all sizes. Black only.

50c Hose at 35c
Women’s cotton and wool hose, rib, alsb
plain top, all. sizes.

39c Hose at 29c
Women’s fleece lined Hose, all sizes.
Black only.

1 Case 50 paii*s Woolnap Blankets, white' with blue
or pink borders. Special, the pair.................. $3.98
Full size Bed Comforters in a good assortment of
patterns and colors .................... $2.98, $3.50, $3.98

Women’s heavy fleeced lined Vests and Pants, various *
styles at -.. ................... $1.15, $1.25
Women’s fleece lined Union Suits, standard make
regular sizes
i,............... $2.00
Extra sizes ?... ...................
......... .... j $2.25

Women’s Flannelette Night Robes, matte of good
quality, White, also fancy outings.; Sizes 16, 17. Specials at
$1.25, $1.75, $2.25

Thanksgiving!!
AND

Fine Shirts and Hosiery for Men and Boys
AT

Dresser’s Daylight Store
If you want ’the best, there is no room to choose—there are
no other apparel in this town like them—and because they /
are the best, they are the most economical Furnishings you
can buy. They are priced this week—every week; according
to their real worth,—an intrinsic THANKSGIVING.
WE simply have'the best wear and under*w.ear that can be made—nothing less, noth
ing more« Everything about our Furnish
ings is conditioned upon this fact—
SUPERLATIVE QUALITY.

Children’s Bath Robes in shades of blue, pink, old
rose, prettily trimmed, all ages. Specials at ....
......................... :................. ....... $3.50, $4.50
Now is the Time to Order Your

Women’s Bath Robes
at $4.98
. Beacon Bath Robes in an assortment of

best colors; handsomely trimmed

Holiday Printing

$3.00 56 inch,Sanford

Plush Coatings, 2.3q

Let Us estimate on your Commercial Printing

Black, Navy, Brown, Burgundy.

Glòves

Linotype Composition for the Trade

Cbe Enterprise (Press

Hosiery

46 -Main Street,

Men’s and Boys’ fabric, also knit Gloves

Women’s blaek, also Cordovan

Lisle

Hose, extra fine quality. Specials at;

25c, 50c, 65c, 69c, $1-00
THE STORE OF QUALITY& SERVICE

- 50c, 65c, 69c, 79c upwards to $1.65

Telephone 19

Kennebunk, Maine

y

£ A.

The Enterprise Press
PUBLIC LAWS OF TIip STATE OF MAINE

SUPPLEMENT’
CHARTER 240

An Act to Repeal Chapter Fourteen of
the Public Laws' of Nineteen Hun
dred and Nineteen, Relating to the
Acknowledgment of Deeds.
Be ’ it enacted by the People of the
State of Maine, as follows:
Chapter fourteen of the public laws
of nineteen hundred and nineteen is
hereby repealed.
(Approved November 7.)
CHAPTER 241

An Act- to Amend Section, Forty-^wo
‘of Chapter One Hundred and Seven
teen of the Revised Statutes as
Afhendqd by Chapter Two Hdndred
and Fourteen of the public Laws of
Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen Re
lating to Expenses of Çounty Com
missioners.
Be it enacted by the ' People of the
State of’ Maine, as follows:
Section forty-two of chapter one
hundred and seventeen of the revised
statutes as amended by chapter two
hundred and fourteen of the Publip
laws of nineteen hundred and nirietëen
is hereby amended by striking out all
of said section after the Words “York,
eight hundred and fifty dollars,” in the
nineteenth fine and inserting thé fol
lowing—‘Said salaries shall be in full
for all gervices, expenses and travel,
including the' ménagement of tjm jails
find workshops ’find the sale bf thèlf
products,'except actual necessary cash
Expenses incurred outside of thqir re
spective counties for the transaction
of official 'business; and expenses in
curred ât publié hearingg a'Way from
'the county seat;
bills fèr èuçff g?;
penses shall be approved by the Clerk
of courts and the county attorney of
their county p^ekcepting also, such ex
penses as are ^provided for in section
twenty-six of . chapter eighty-three of
thé revised statutes,' so’ that said sec
tion shall rçad às fqllpws: '
‘Sec. 4’2. The county commissioners
in the several counties shall receive
annual salariés from the treasuries of
the counties ip monthly paymenté paid
on the last day of each month as fol
lows:
Androscoggip, seven hundred and
fifty dollars,'
Aroostook, qleven hundred dollars,
Cumberland, fifteen hundred dollars,
Franklin, four hundred and fifty dolt
lars, a"*
'
Hancock, seven hundred and fifty
dollars,
Kennebec, one thousand dollars,
Knox, four hundred dollars, .
Lincoln,’ ’threè’ hundred dollars,
Oxford, six hundred dollars,1 '
Penobscot, twelvé hundred dollars,
Piscataquis, five hundred dollars,
Sagadahoc, four , hundred dollars,
Somerset, six hundred’ and fifty dpllars,
’
t'
Waldo, four hundred dollars,
Washington, six hundred and fifty
dollars,
‘
'
’ York, eight hundred and fifty dollars.
Said salaries shall be in full for all
services, experises and travel, including
the management of the' jails .apd work'shops and the salg ' Of their firoauctSl
except actual necessary gash expenses
incurred outside vqf ’their respective
counties for the transaction of official
business; and expenses incurred at
pqblic hearings away from the county
seat; all bills for such expenses shall
be approved by the cletk of courts and
tne county attorney of their county;
excepting also, such expenses as dre
provided for in section twenty-six of
> chapter eighty-three of the revised
•statutes.’
(Approved November 7.)
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An Act t'j Require Mirrors or Reflect' ors on Certain Mbtor Vehicles ‘arid
to Regulate the Use of Spot Lights
f Thereon.
Be it enacted by the People of the
State of Maine, as follows: “
. Sec. 1. No person shall operate upon
any public way any taxi-cab, commer
cial motor vehicle or motor truck, so
constructed, equipped or loaded that
the driver or operator is prevented
from having a constantly free and un
obstructed view of -the highway im
mediately in the rear, unies? there is
attached to thq vehicle a- mirror or
reflector so placed and adjusted as t°
afford the operator a clear, reflected
View of the highway in the rear of the
Vehicly'.
“ ’ ' */‘
Sec. 2. Theçe shall npt be used on
or in connection with any motor ve
hicle a spot light, so-called, the ràys
from which shine more .than two. feet
above the road at a distance of thirty
feet from the vehicle, qxèept that ‘such
a spot light may be used for the 'pur
pose of reading signs; ¿rid as an aux
iliary light iri cages of necessity when
the other lights required by law fail
to operate.
■ ’ ■ '' ■ . >
Sec. 3. Violation of this act shall
be punished by a fine of not less th?h
ten nor more than fifty dollars.
(Approved November 7.)
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An Act to Amend Sections Two, Three,
Four, Five and Six of ’Chapter Three
Hundred Nineteen of the Public
Laws of Nineteen* Hundred apd Fif
teen Relative to State and County
Aid in the Construction of Highway
Bridges.
Be. it enacted by—the Pebple of the
State of Maine, as follows:
Sec. \1. Paragraph one of section
■ two of chapter three hundred and nine
teen of' the public laws of nineteen
hundred and flftéen, as amenuéd' by
Section two of qhftpter th'req hundred
arid foqr' pf the public, laws of hine’i
teqn hundred apd seventeen, is hereby
amended by Striking out all after thq
word “br|dgé” in the thirteenth' line
of said section .and inserting in place
thereof the following: ‘apd-the fqr.m
of its"construction. -Said1 board shall
keep or cajigte to be kept a written rec
ord of its dóifig?,'including its findings
aS to preliminary facts necessary’ to
its organization apd jurisdiction. The
decision’ of said board, or a majority
thereof, upon apy matter
..jurisdiction shall be final an’d‘tsd'ftcrffF sive, and the record of its finding?
upon all preliminary matters shall be
prima facie evidence of the truth
thereof. The state highway commis
sion shall appoint. times arid places
'ror meetings of said board and give
such reasonable notice thereof as they
shall See fit,! s‘o that said p'aragraph
of said section as amended Shall'read
as folloxy?:
‘Sec. 2. When the municipal officers
of any town ¿gem that apy bridge on
any main thoroughfare must be built
or rebuilt and iff their judgment the
expense of the construction will eptitle thq/ municipality to’ state and
county ¿id as prqvffied in section ope
of this act, they shall petitlpff tub
commissioners of the county or coun
ties in which said bridge is, Or may
be built or rebuilt arid the State high
way comiplssi0n to ixfifet Witfi them for
the purpose of exaiiiining into and
determining whether public conten
ieres ¿nd necessity requite ’ fhé pliilding or rebuilding qf said bridge; said
pétitiqn tó be accompanied by such
plans of survey as may be dirgeted
to be made by the statg highway com
mission. The said municipal officer??
together with the county commission
ers and the state highway commission,
shall constitute a board to' determine
the necessity of building 'or rebuild
ing said bridge, and thp form of its
construction. Said board''shall Jteep
or cause to be kept a"'written record
of its doings, including its findings as
to preliminary facts necessary to its
Organization and jurisdiction. The de■ cisión of said board, or a majority
thereof, upon1 any matter within its
jurisdiction shall be final and conclu
sive, and the record qf its findings
upon all preliminary m^Uors shall be
prima facie evidence ■ of the truth
thereof. The state highway commis
sion shall appoint times apd plq.ee? for
meetings qf §¿id board ¿pd givq/sucn
reasonablé notice thereof as they shall
tsee fit.’
,
Sec. 2. Section three of chapter
three hundred nineteen of the public
laws of nineteen hundred and fifteen
as amended by section three of chap-

ter three hundred and four of the pub
lic laws qf’ nineteen hundred and sev?
enteen, and as amended by chapter one
hundred and sixty-two 'of the public
laws of nineteen hundred and nineteen,
is hereby further amended so as th
read as follows;
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urer ffiay be mqintained against such
delinquent county or town to recewqE
ahy sum ®P 'dué' thè Stà’tè, nut ‘ thèsè
remedies shall be in addition to, and
npt exclusive Of, Other rpniqdles af
forded by law for the proper enforegmentr of the
"
provisions’ of this7 chapter.’ " -
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tQec. 3. If the board shall decide
shall be taxed by the officer in his enteen ef ‘the féyiéM ' statute?'
and five hundred thousand dollars is
'enacted by ths People of the benevolent and charitable institutions
Sec. 4. ■ Section five of chapter three return;
that public convenience and necessity
and every officer, making levy affiehdyd by chapter ïwp hundred and appropriated to be used solely for the State if
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Maine,
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said bridge, they shall determine the of nineteen hundred and fifteen is the execution and his return thereon teép hundred' '¿nd "nineteen 'is hér’elry international bridges. ' All Of said pro
-occupied by them for their
form pf 'its construction" and approve hereby amended by striking out ' the to be recorded by the register of deeds amended by ’ striking out the words ceeds of said bonas may be so ex facturer or warehouseman who with "siitutioas
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in which it is situated.
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these remedies shall be in addition to, giving him an attested copy of the may oraer iiis commitment to1,sthe
prove fhe Quality of Fish Used for fillgd by p'rqmofírig thq sepibr éolonel;
Sec. 1. In addition to state highSagadsnioc
county:
For
in the
Sardines and to Establish Stand vacancies in tffe field grade? qf ft regi* office of register of deeds clerks
and not exclusive of, other remedies notice in hand, is, valid, «
scfiôol fori boys br sentenc'e hiffi t way bonds heretofore issued in the
eleven liunment or corps by’ promoting the senior
attordea by Tayf ’fqr thd ' Droper"'CfiFor levying and collecting execu State
ards
pf
Measures
for
1
"sardine
Her

I
flame
and
’
behalf
of
the
’
State
1
and
ùnto the punishment provided by law
ofpcgr of (he ’ regiment qr córps, of dred and seventy dollars ($1170).’
forctettmnt of '"the provisions pf this tion! jn personal actions, fpr‘every dol for tffe sàmé offèpsè. If’to Sficff school, der thé pro visions of Chapter one hun
ting.’.
the next lower grade; vacancies in the
(Approved November 8.)
chapter,’’ so that said —section ’ as lar ' of the first hundred dollars, three the commitment shall be conditioned dred thirty of the public *'„ws of nine
Re
‘
it
enacted
by
the
Peqple
qf
the
gr¿ffé Of capfaifl Òr lieutçnapt hY ‘pro*
cents; fpr eVqry'dollar above one hun th4t ‘ if subh ' bby"ié ’ ndr fècéivéd‘“rir teen hundred and thirteen, and acts State of Maine, as follows:
amended shall "read as followgr;"
the, gynior officer of ’ the com
dred? and pot' exceeding two hundred kept there fori the full term of his amendatory thereof and additional
CHAPTER 262
Chapter tenp himdred" a’hd thirty-five mòtffig
pany, qf fhe^ffpxt Ipwgr graffe; subject
*Sgp. 4. The stafe highway com- dollars, tyo cqpts; aha for every dol minority, unlqss sooner discharged by thereto, thé trèâsurfer of* statte’ is here of the pubnc' la’wfi df riineteen hundred ip
é¿ch
cage
to
examination
as
provided
ldr
above
two
hundred
dollars,
one
An
Act
to
Increase the Amount of
mission shall have supervision of all
the trusteèS'ris prbilîded in ?ect'iop six, by authorized, under thg direction"hf and nineteen of the State of Maifiè» IS in section fifty. Vacancies In the 'Money Allowed
for Clerk Hire in
f
frig gqvfftepr" ¿’riff ’gqjin’cil, to ’ fesuè itefgby teffea}ed.
constru’ctiqfi work and no payment ceht.’" 7 ’ 7-1
or
released'
On
'proliatiori
'as
ppovided
giade of second lieutenant shall be , the Office’of the Registry of Deeds
Shall be madè’ òri' account of ‘¿ffy'bf c Fpr serving a writ Of possession, one in section pine, he ?hall then Sfiffgr from time to tithe 'sériaï coupon bonds
(Approved
November
7.)
fiilgff ip tffg foildwfri^ iffanrigr: All
for Penobscot-County. "
Said work jin til the same "has* been dollar apd teff’cents» .-.nd if on more thq"i‘pwni?hihqht’ fitpyidsd by "ia#, as in the name and behalf of the state
ffffljgteff ffiea gf ihg côpipahÿ, and apy
Be it enacted by the People- of the
approved by said state highway Com than ohe 1 pièce of land, seventy-five aforesaid, as ordered by the court or to an amount ffof exceeding two mil
bajtaiipn
and
regimental
pqn-còmmisState
of Maine, as follows:’
cent!
for
each
pièce
'of
land
fff
ter
the
lion; fite' ’hundred thp’fis’and ’ dojjars,
mission. On completion of ¿ffY bridge
justice;
but
no
boÿ
shqll
be
commit

¿iqffed staff òfficqr who was appointed ’ Paragraph eleven of section fortyCHAPTER 255
the' state highway ''¿bmmissiq’n shall' first; and the fees for levying apd col ted to said school who is deaf and payable fit ‘THfe’ sfritff"'ftea*süi:y #fthih
frppj sajff company, shall, if physically five "of chapter two hundred'And four
render an itemized stdfèm'gflv' of' the lecting thé costs shall bi the same as dumb, nbrr cppIpps pr ' insang.' The forty-one years from date of issue,' at
, 'ffe epgifflq for appointment, arid teen of the laws of Maine for nine
complete’cost1 of ’the Construction to affqve proviffeff ’fop gxSRPtlQli?' in Bfife tecqrd in th? qÿépt bf effiuffetipn to a rate of interest not exceeding <1 ve An Acf to Provide a Bonus for the sound
shall
be pprmitted tp appear before teen hundred and nineteen is amended,
sonai
actions;
1
Heads
of
1
State
Depaftmeritg.
rier cent. per annum, interest payable
the ‘ towfl qri iqwhs ‘ ¿"ha thg’ County or
all'
such
1
casés,
shall
be
tfiaf
’
ïhé
ac

For serving an execution upon a cused wris cènyictéd of ’ juyéfiilê’ aeiin- sémi-annuâlly,fifid'Signèffbythe'trëàs*
Be it enacted by the People of the an qxffipimng ppard, for ‘a physical by striking out’ ip the first and Second
bounties interested ’¿pff tò thé’ state
àiid a compéti tjye praetical and theo Ijpg? thereof the words ‘‘two thousand
treasurer. ' If there ' regains ■ unex judgment of cqprt for partition of real quepey, and the court shall fiavq power urer of state, ‘countersigned by the State pf Ma|pq, ps follows:
exan?ipa'tiqp;' fhe enlisted men and eighty dollars-” and substituting
pended "balances" of the moneys ad estate, or assignment of dower, one at the hearing of any such case to governor ana attested by the state au
All heads of ■ state dqpartmqnts, or retical
the' board considers, after the thprefpr the words ‘two thousand eight
dollar
a
day
and
ten
cents
a
mile
’
from
vanced ffy thg towff or! town? ¿tod the the officer‘s place of abode to the place exclude the' gênerai publié othgr ’thati ditor with the seal of the state affixed. members of state boards and commis whom
còfripétifiyg
examinât}«
compétiriyg
'ekffmlnatiòh;
to pg trie hundred and eighty dollars’ so that
The
coupon?
“
attnchgd
*'t0
said
bonds
county òri Cbunfies ’ thèX shall "He im
pérsqri's havifiga direct'interest iff the
sions who receive yeftfly sal'aries fixed besf
best qffapfieq
qualified Spañ
shall ffj
be appointed to sai- section as amended shall read as
mediately rieturfled. ’ If the 'cost of of service. For service of a figtition case. The records of any" such' case Shall bear ' tne ’ facsimile of the signa by law '¿nd whose salaries have not nil
the"
Wcappy?
v*
fill
the
vfttancy.
The
governor
shall fpllp'sys:
constriicfiop has texqeqffed the esti to the legislature, fifty cëpts, 'and by order of thé court may be with* ture of the trgasjirer of state iffstpad Depp’ ipcfprisgd directly or indirectly rM'nCOl'lLo '"1A_ -, 7 -, f •
mated cq?r,' tng^tOwn 'dr towns and twepty cents , fpr each page' qf copy, held from'" indiscriminate-public in of hfs original Signature; '¿nd' guefi By 'The ?e Yeffty-miiib’' Iqgi'SlatUfe Shall prescribe rggi|latiqns qs to the scope ' ‘Eppobscot county: fqr clerks in the
and the manner of conducting such office of register of deeds, two thou
the còurity’or counties' interested shall wi th usual travel. e
’, but gpph yepqrds ’ shall be bonds"1 and''’CòuPonfi*éhall ‘bé "iff such be paid fqf‘each‘of the yerirs'nineteen eX¿'mihátitíffi
For causing'appraisers to be sworn, spection
and jf pq’ such enlisted sand eight hundred apd eighty dollars;
denprninqtions arid form ¿nd upßn sfich bundred’ ¿pd Pjtfetqen ’’and nineteen
forthwith, òn reçélPt 'of said itemized
open
to
irispectloh
by
tne
patent
or
statement, forward to the treasurer and making return of Jevyipg oh real parent? of such child or lawful guar terrils and conditions not inconsistent hundred and twenty ¿ri zannual Bopus mrin’ appgars, ‘or‘if póne ¿¿tihfagtqrijy fpr clepfffe ip the office of* register qf
estate
one'dollar.
'
'
passes
said
examination,
then the gov probate, fifteen hundred dollars; for
Herewith’ as The governor ana couhcil
of state their proportional shares of
’follows:' upon' salaHes of tyro thou ernor shair fill the’ vaqrinpy
Fpr each appraiser of repl estate, dian or’ attorripy of the' phiKr iiteplvp’d.' shall direct. Said bonds and any* bonds a's
Dy making clerks in the office of the clerk of
such additional ' cost.
sand
dollars
or
less
a
bonUs
of
thirtyappointment'.’’
for extép'ding eygeution, pr assigning
courts, fifteen hundred dollars; for
Sec. 2. This pct is intended to Kj- hereafter issued under the provisions tgfpe ¿pff onfirthjrd per cptit; upon sa’I- anSec.'
In case any cqunty or town unrea dówer, orie nonár a day- and travel at Store
'Tn’ V|ew of the emergency clerks in the1 office of county attorney,
agri "limit? ‘■'fixed toy 'the te- of chaptgff Oiie"huridrqff ’ thirty ' of thé ¿Tips in exc?§? Of' two. tbotisand dollars cited in2. the
sonably neglects ot refuses to pay the rate of ten cerits a mile going out vised 'tfie
preamble
hereof,
this
act
six hufldrfe'ff dollars.’
statutes prior tp the enactment publite'TSWs "qf iiïriétqén hundred ¿rid and not more than twenty-five hun
into the state trqasury its propor and returning home, to he paid by the
of saffi chapter prié hffndrqd thirty’of thirteen and acts amendatory thereof dred "dollars, a ■ bonus ‘of thirty’ per shall take efifffcf iynen apprqyed.
(Approved November 8.)
tional ‘Part ' of thé estimated cost of dfficer* and charged in his return.
(Approved
ffToyffpi^ÒF
¿nd
additional
thereto;
together
with
the ‘public daws—of nin'eteen hrinqreq
cept; upon salaries in excess of
constriuctio'n which maY/'toe due- and
For advertising, in a newspaper, a ¿rid
the
’
proceeds
thereof
'shall
“
Be
desig

sriVeffteeh,
and
’
’
jo
rgffroye
affy'ihtwenty-five hundred dollar:, and not
CHAPTER 263
payable under the provisions of this right in equity pf redeeming ‘ttmrtas the State bighsXay and bridge mote 'tlia’n 'three ’ thousriud -doRa'rs, a
act or its proportional part of the ex gaged real '•éstate to be sold oh ’ éx Bops|?tgncie§ which may”exi?i between nated
löan,
and
shall
be
degnied
a
’
pledge
of
the'provisions
of
said
chapter
one
hup*
bonus
of
twenty-five
per
cent;
upoh
An
Act
to
Amend
Chapter Two Huncess cost of construction' above” the ecution, such sum as he" payff thé dred thirty of the public law’s of nine tffe fai th arid crédit ' of the "state.
CHAPTER 258
salaries’ in excess of three thousand
’ dred and Twenty of the PublicLaWs
____
estimated cost, then the state treas Printer thprefor; for Writing and post
Sec.
2.
The
state
auditor
sffàll
keep
teen
hundred
arid
-srivsifftriefi
"and
'"said
dollars and not moye tean Wirly-five An Act to Amend Paragraph > III of »Of Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen,
urer shall, qut qf ¿nÿ efundSc in "the ing notices of the sale of such equity
an
account
pf
such
ffonds."
‘
showing
chapter
fifty-eight
of
the
public
laws
dollars, a bonus of twenty
statg treasury ffuè said cofirify or town, in the town where the land lies, and
Entitled, "Ap Act to Amend Section
Section ‘ Six ’ b'f Ôh'afifer Tqn tìf the
th? number arid Amqufft' of eaçff, the hundred
per cent; upon salaries in exceès
-— " of
—
Thirty-six of Chapter Twenty-five
pay. Sriéff proportional jfert ■ and de- in two afijqining towffs, ' three dollars of' nineteen hundred and nipetppnRevised Statute?, Relàting to Ex
dat i OT 'countérsigflihg. the date when tliirty^five
hundred
dpllars
duct the amount so paid from any and usual travel and fqr ’ making ‘but
of the Revised Statutes, as Enacted
and
not
(Approved November 7.)
emption
from
Taxation
qf
Property
pftyabie
and
'the
ä&t&
ot
dfelivetjl*
there

more than four thousand dollars, a
Speh sum ’in the state treasury due ri aegd apfi return of thé sale of such
and Set 'Forth in phapter Two Hun
of
Posts
of.
the
American
Legiqn.
of
to
the
treasurer
of
state,
who
shall
of ’’fifteen per cent; and upon
Said pounty pr town. In crise such equity, Two dollars.
dred and Fifty-eight pf the Public
Be it enacted by the People Of the
keep gff account of eaqff boriff, "show bonus
ip excess of fopr thousand Statg
funds due or to become due any town
Laws of Nineteen Hundred and Sev
'When the éstate or interest of any
of Alaine," as f’dljqffrs, 1 ■
ing the numb'er thereof; the flatoe of srilarie?"
Of cqunty from the state treasury in person, held by, a possession PF imdollars
a
bonus
of
ten
per
enteen,
as ' Amended by Chapter
cept.
All
CHAPTER 246
the person to tyffohi' sold,'the amourit ?UCfi" Boffufegs tehall p% paid frpm apy
Paragraph III of section six of chap
ahy one yqar dq not gqual or exceed ptpvement, is seized ¿ffd sold ,ofl exeEighty-eight òf the Public Laws of
_
received
for
the
same,
the
date
of
sale
tffe’ tqwn?’ òr çountiés’ share of either èùtion, or the franchisé or ¿thef prop An Act to, Amend Paragraph Seven of ana "thg date pifferi payable.
finqlfP^ffQgd'pataff'ee pf any’ appibpria? ter ten qf thg' rèylsgd steìuté? iS liète:
Nineteen ’ Hundred and Nineteen,
the estimated cost òr thé actual cost, erty of a corporation, or "thè ’ property
madp for such departments, boards by amended by ’inserting after ‘tha ffióéd
Ré|atjyé to the Creation and Expen
'Section Forty-fl ye' of cShapterOrie
Sec.' 3. ‘ Tne''treasurer rof state may tian
;pr commissions
of a bridge to be constructed. under pf an individual, is sold onr execution
or
from
the
state
conr
“
rgffigehffg
”
in
the
sixth
line
thereof
diture pi the Mill Tax Highway ■
Hundred apd Seventeen of the Re- negotiate the sale* 'ot‘ such bonds by tingept fund.
'
7
tffe
fqlloiying:
'tffe
real
arid
’
personal
the terms of this act, then an action by a process similri« thereto, and ad
FWnd."
vised Statutes as Amended by Chap directj pa of the govgrpofi and council, I
PCpperty otyried by posts of th? Ameri- | Be it enacted "by th? People of th«
of debt in the, name of the state treas- I vertising in like mannss. the officer is
ter Two Hundred and Fourteen of but ffo auch' ppiïd shall pg loaned, l
^Approved Noyember 7.)
can Legion in this state and occupied J State of Maine, as follows:

Public Laws ¡of the State of Maine Passed at the Special Ses
sion of the Seventy-ninth,Legislature, Nov. 4 to 8, 1919
known as the joint farm and home i
Some Big Road Project»
Feeding the Undernourished Child
Sc ci 1. Chapter two hundred twenty- buflding» are nearer than two hundred 5,000,000 School Children Suffering
bureaus, have asked that the' form
from Malnutrition
tof the public laws of nineteen hundred feet apart for a distance of one-fourth
Among the special features of the
Children require a foundation of of the State federation be altered to
and nineteen, entitled “An Act to of a mile or more.
A/mend Section Thirty-six of the Chap
road recoru
record as > good health, made by adequate .give them similar representation in
Although poverty is not the sole recent Federal Aid roua
Sec. 5. Highways Improved by the
ter Twenty-five of the Revised Stat expenditure of funds received under cause of it yet 5,000,000 school chil kept by the United States Depart-1 nourishment, but many of them in
the larger association.
utes, as Enacted and Set Forth in this act shall be made to conform to
Chapter Two Hundred and Fifty-eight tiie standard of construction as shall dren are suffering from malnutrition. meat of Agriculture are three road this country are riot laying this foun
of the Public Law's of Nineteen Hun be agreed upon by the selectmen, or Ignorance,
carelessness, and the projects to cost over $1,000,000, „one of dation. The United States Depart RODMAN LAW, NOTED
dred and Seventeen, as Amended by officials acting in the same capacity, children’s
habit ( of eating their them over $2,000,900. Pennsylvania ment of Agriculture is assisting the DAREDEVIL IS DEAD
Chapter Eighty-eight of the Public in the respective towns where the pro
Laws of Nineteen Hundred and Nine visions of this act applies, and such lunches too quickly at home con- had first place in the number of various agencies working to. correct
Rodman Law is. dead. The man
teen, Relative to the Creation and Ex standard of construction must meet tribute their share. Miss Bryant, a statements approved during July, the this condition. Undernourishment is
penditure of the Mill Tax Highway the approval of the state highway national authority, proves conclu amount of Federal aid allowances, not confined to the slums. Many a who startled thousands of people
Fund”, is hereby amended by insert commission'.
with his feats of daring, died of
ing between the word, “construction”,
Sec. 6. The state highway commis sively, in October Good Housekeep and the estimated cost of roads to little Tony or Pietro, with his bowl tuberculosis in Camp Sevier Hos
and the word, “of”, in the fourth line sion shall’ cooperate with the munici ing, that school lunches help to com be constructed,
while < Nebraska of thick soup and "hunk of dry bread,
of said act, the words, ‘or mainte pal officers in the execution of im bat all these factors, including pov- turned in the greatest
mileage. topped off/ with an ripple or ari pital, Greenville, 8. C., after an ill
nance or both.*
provement work under this act. No erty, and that no community has Seventeen projects in Pennsylvania orange is better fed than numbers of ness of three months. He. was 84
Said chapter two hundred and twenty money shall be paid by the state on
of the public laws of nineteen hundred account of work performed under this done its full duty until it has pro approved will cost $4,607,028.41 for children in well-to-do families. The years old and is survived by his wife
and nineteen is further amended by act until the work has been inspected vided' for its children's bodily as well which the Federal aid is $1,968,997.40. latter are too often allowed to choose arid daughter, Ruth Law, the aViainserting between the word, “legis and accepted by the state highway
.Ohio with 12 projects came next to what they will or will not eat, and trix, is his sister.
as mental growth.
lature”, and the word, "Two”, in the commission.
Rodman Law made a living by
eighth line of said act, the following
The school lunch is an educational Pennsylvania in the number ap- to select food badly suited ’to a
Sec. 7. Roads constructed under the
sections:
provisions of this act must be suit measure of prime importance, but it proved i and in the estimated cost of child’s stomach dr that is lacking in flirting with death. He jumped at
‘Sec. 2. One-third of the mill tax ably maintained by the town, under
highway fund shall annually bo ap penalty of forfeiture of right of the is also a practical necessity in very the,roads to be Improved, and third nourishment. [When _ this happens great heights from airplanes, build-1
plied under the provisions of this act town to receive the benefit of future many communities where, for one in the amount of Federal aid.
they are being starved just as much Ings and bridges. He did all sorts of’I
ih the construction and maintenance apportionments under this act. A sum reason or another, certain children
as
if their parents, because of pov hazardous, thrilling exploits that no]
Oklahoma’s two projects occupy
of second and third-class highways as not to exceed twenty-five per cent, of
defined in section five of chapter any year’s apportionment to a town are unable to go home at noon to a third place for the month in the esti- erty, were obliged to give them too one else would think of attempting.
twenty-five »f the revised statutes in under the provisions of this act may well-prepared noonday meal. Many mated cost of the roads and second scanty a ration. Soggy breads, fried He called himself a ''professional ’
addition to other funds provided for be used for maintenance of road con children live too far from school to
“the
in the amount of Federal aid allow- meats, fried potatoes, and heavy pie jackass.” Others styled him
the construction of state aid highways structed under the provisions hereof.
and
“the
human
fly,
”
“
the
nut,
”
many
underare
responsible
for
for
lunch.
In
be
able
to
go
home
ance. This State leads the country
and shall be known as the third-class
Sec. 8. Two hundred thousand dol
human
skyrocket.
”
fed
children.
highways fund.
the
children
do
lars of the amount herein named shall many cases, although
■in the size of a single project handled
Sec. 3. The administration and ex be added to the fund of three hundred
Law started, his career by jumping
Milk is absolutely necessary to
penditure of the third-class highways thousand dollars for state aid con manage to go home, the meal is a in July. It is estimated to cost keep the growing child in health. It .out of balloons and airplanes and
affair
which
hurried
helter-skelter
$1,271,555.60, for which $600,000 Federal
fund shall be Under the general super struction as provided in section thirtycontains
growth-producing
sub- climbing the outside of buildings. He
vision of the state highway commis four, chapter twenty-fivq of the revised they bolt in a frame of mind which aid is allowed.
sion, and shall be apportioned add statutes, and shall .be applied to the is far from' that placid and leisurely
did not always succeed; .On August
stances
not
found
in
i
any
other
food,
In the record of approvals tor the The Dairy Division ,of
expended for the construction and construction of state aid highways and
8,
1912, he started to climb twenty
<
the
Depart

maintenance only when towns which shall be called state aid highway fund. one recommended by physicians as month of August Arkansas occupies
upon | application for such state aid The balance of said Mill Tax Highway conducive to digestion. The child first place in the estimated cost and merit of Agriculture is endeavoring stories' ori; .the outside of the New
shall have appropriated, in addition Fund shall be used exclusively for the who runs home to lunch, bolts his
York Trust Company’s building rit 20
mileage of projects and in respect to to drive this lesson home to the Broad street/ A moving picture
to the appropriation for state aid work construction or maintenance or both,
and appropriations under the so-called of state highways as provided in chap food, and then rushes back to school the largest project. Minnesota is people in every state by means of
bridge act, an amount not less than ter twenty-five of the revised statutes is in no condition either to learn his first in the total number of projects charts, lectures, andI exhibits. The camera was posted opposite to get
the general effect. But a three foot
the average by them appropriated for and shall be called state highway lessons or to digest his meal. The
approved, namely 11, and second in home-demonstration agents, super- marble projection between the second
ways and bridges for the five years fund; except so far as may be neces
immediately preceding the year of sary to carry out the provisions of school lunch tends to correct these the amount of Federal aid allow vised by the Department of Agricul
such application, provided the five- this section and meet the requirements conditions, and it is a means of fur ances. Pennsylvania received the ture and State • colleges, 1 are also and third floors was in Law’s way
and he had to deScend, whereupon
year average be not
ss than x.ur of jthe national government in order nishing him with at least one meal
largest amount of Federal aid and teaching the Value of milk in a child’s1 he was 'lead to a police station.
mills on the valuation of such town for the state to receive federal aid for
or towns. The third-class highways highway construction, the state high suited to his needs during the day. her six approved projects come diet, and how to select a" proper
None of Law’s stunts were done
fund shall be distributed as follows: way fund shall be expended equitably Any person or group of persons de second in the estimated' cost of the meal for a growing boy or- girl.
thoughtlessly; He figured them out
To towns whose tax rate is four mills among the several counties of the siring suggestions regarding local
Children
who
have
been
given
’
even
roads.
and under five mills aid shall be ap state by the state highway commis
one pint of milk every school day carefully. Hiscommander tin the
problems is invited to communicate
propriated at the rate of ten dollars sion.’
On a Massachusetts project, a short for two months have made repaark- aviation corps said-': that he was a
for each mile of wrought highway in
with
Good
Housekeeping
or
with
The
(Approved November 8.)
the town, and for each one mill in
genius for estimating air currents.
Child Health Organization» 156 Fifth concrete roacf, the estimated cost is able gains in every Instance.
crease above said four mills cn - the
at the rate of $127,864 a mile. This
CKAPTEH 864
Whenever Law agreed to risk his]
Avenue,
New
York
City.
Every
let

tax rates for highway purposes in any
to Provide for the Payment ter- received will have the personal is the highest average cost per mije
life he kept his word. He made a
French Want American Lumber ''
• town, an increase of one dollar per Anof Act
a Bonus to Maine Soldiers and
so far shown in any Federal aid road,
practice of always demanding. pay
I mile of wrought highway shall be al
Sailors in the War with Germany. attention of the best authorities
lowed to such town. Any balance re
The purchase of American lumber ments in advance, saying that.if he]
bituminous brick or concrete road
the
Be
it
enacted
by
the
People
of
available
in
the
school
lunch
field.
maining from this fund at the end of
in Ohio will average $67,716 a mile by France is advocated ; by: .-certain were killed the money would be Of
the year shall on December thirty- State of Maine, as follows:
and 7.14 miles of concrete or brick in French interests, in order to supply no use to him. Then he would give,
Sec. 1. . In order to promote the
Watch for Slack-Filled Cans
first annually be added to the equal
ization fund named in section five of spirit of patriotism and loyalty, in tesPennsylvania will average $64,015, ari estimated heed of 14,715,000 board half to his wife and with the other I
said chapter two hundred fifty-eight timony of the gratitude .of the State
Federal food inspectors have been while another project in Pennsyl- feet annually for several years, ac half he wóùld have a good time.
___ public
,___ ,
_ofnineteen
Maine, hunand in recognition of the
of the
laws _of
cording to information secured by the
One of the foremost directors of to- I
dred seventeen, and used for that pur- I splendid services of Maine> men in the instructed to watch for interstate vania will average $56,443 per mile.
pose._________________________________ I war with Germany, every soldier, as shipments of canned foods which
Bureau of Markets of the United day,, then a camera man, fainted
Sec. 4. Municipal officers of any1 hereinafter defined, who served dur have been slack-filled; that is, which
States Departinent of Agriculture'. when Law I dropped 400 feet Without
A Point of Vital Contact
any
town may, prior to October one in any ing
1— the war
--------at
* —
” **time
“" from
— April
*—’’
The species recommended are Doug- a parachute from, a fast moving
year, file with the state highway com sixth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, contains too much'water and too
One of the points of vital contact Iris fin arid southern pine. At present plane, landed in ' the ’’Hudson 'River
mission the description or location of to November eleventh, nineteen hun little solid food. Officials of ..the Budred
and
eighteen,
inclusive,
shall
be
;the road whose construction and im
reau of Chemistry, United States
between the United States Depart the tariff and freight rates in France and struck out toward the drowning
provement they recommend under the entitled to receive from the state of partaient of Agriculture, who are
ment bf Agriculture and the State on American lumber are much higher girl he was supposed-to rescue; re
provisions of this act. Upon approval' Maine, from a fund hereinafter cre
on lumber coming from marking, “I’ll save thè beautiful
of said location by the state highway ated and called “The Soldiers'" Bonus charged with the enforcement of the agricultural colleges and experiment than
commission, the ' municipal officers Fund", the sum of .’one hundred dollars. Federal Food and Drugs Act, say stations—the chief means, perhaps, European ^countries, and American damsel!”
shall proceed with the construction of, ___
Sec._ 2. ___
The_____
word “______
soldier” ______
as used
Law decided once to have himself
a section upon said Ideation in con- 1 in this act shall mean any officer, sol that action under the law will be by which experiment station work, I measurements are different from
extension work, and the like are co those employed in Europe, These blown into the air in a rocket arid
formity with the provisions of the dier,
"
sailor, marine, nurse, or any taken against violators.
following section of this act After other person regularly enlisted, who
The practice of slack-filling food ordinated and kept fairly uniform ' difficulties are not considered insur- then to drop from a parachute, but
acceptance by the state highway com- has been or is a part of the military ■
mission of a location as above, con-; or naval forces of the United States cans, in the opinion of the officials, throughout the country—-is the Asso- ! mountable, however; and an effort lie was unsuccessful because the
struction shall be continued on that' in the war with Germany and who was is demoralizing to the trade and un elation of American Agricultural will probably be made to overcome rocket was not strong enough to
location until the entire length of the a resident 6f the', state of Maine at | fair to the consumer. To put a full Colleges and Experiment Stations, them.
carry him.
road has been constructed, or until the the time he was commissioned, en- | can in competition with a slack- which will hold its thirty-third
He never ate for several hours bèlocation is changed. Upon the com listed, inducted, appointed or mus-1
School Without Truant Officer
pletion of any road located as above,1 tered into the military 'or naval set- j filled can places the honest canner at annual convention in Chicago Nov-'
fore doing any tricks. After- they
municipal officers shall file with the; vice of the United States, and who has a disadvantage. The consumer al- ember 12 to 14. At the same time a
over he' would .say: “Well, I
state highway commission recom-, been or may be given an honorable or , most invariably receives more for number of ¡subsidiary and related
Out in Portland; Oreg.’, a new kind ■were
guess
I’ll have a pot of coffee,” and
mendation for location upon another ordinary discharge or release from,
road. The work performed under this j such service; provided, however, that I his money when buying a full can organizations will hold their annual of school has been started which he would drink all of it.
act shall be completed before the • the word “^oldier”, as used in this act,: than when buying a slack-filled can meetings.
Among them are the has no trugnt officer, gives .no deThe movies never had such a thril
thirtieth day of September annually j shall not be construed to mean, and, even though he pays a higher price Country Life Conference, American grees, and is attended by young and
ling asset as ‘’Law. He was seldom
and in no case shall any of the third-1 shall not include any person who, at';
as
well
as
old
—
college
graduates
class highways fund be expended upoq I any time during the period of the’ war . for the full can. In some instances, Association of Farmers’ Institute
hurt badly, The worst injury he rea section of a road where the buildings,!with
___ _______
___________________
Germany,
sought to avoid__ser- i however,* when the canner sells his Workers, the Conference of Farm some who didn’t* go through high ceived was when he was jolted off
are nearer than two hundred feet apart !■ vice because of conscientious objec- slack-filled cans to the trade at Management Demonstrator^, and of school. It’s not a large school—only
--------of
-•>one-fourth
----- ■«---- «. of -a —
•,- i tjong thereto, or because , of alienage;
the brick of an ice wagon and broke
for a distance
mile
or more.
or who has been at any time guilty of prices lower than the market price the State leaders of county agents 36 at last reports, who meet once a his arm.
. Sec. 5. Highways Improved by the I fraud or wilful violation or evasion for a full can, the consumer is for the North and West, the Asso week for an intensive course in grain
Law was not a robust /mari. The
expenditure of funds received under. of the Selective ^Service Act or of the charged as much for the slack-filled ciation for thie Advancement of Agri grading, because they are interested fact that he did not go to France
this act shall be made to conform to rules or regulations of the War De can as for the full can. In such cultural Teaching, the Society for in 'grading grain under Federal stan
w’ab a severe blow to him, all the
the standard of construction as shall partment in force thereunder.
bonus cases both the canned and the dealer the
Sec. 3. Applications for such
__ UriM
Promotion
of
Agricultural dards, administered by the United moire so because it was attributed to
be agreed upon by the selectmen, or
shall
be
fijed
with
the
adjutant
gen:
officials acting in the same capacity,
share in unfair profits at the expense Science, the Society of Agronomy, States Department' of Agriculture; his health.
in the respective towns where the pro eral, on forms provided by him, with of the consumer.’
and the Farm Management Asso Tile' school is held once a week óutvisions of this act' applies, and such in six months from the date this act
side of businesri hours, in the office
Putting excess liquid in cans adds ciation.
standard of construction must meet goes into effect; or, in the case of an
the approval of the state highway applicant Whose final discharge from unnecessary; expense in canning:,
Some of these organizations have of: the Federal, grain supervisor.
service is received after the date this
commission.
storing, and shipping, since the ex been fostered by the Department of Among the students ¿re grain deal
act
goes
into
effect,
within
six
months
“ Sec. 6. The state highway commis after the dat,e of such discharge. Such cess liquid requires more cans and
Agriculture. and the agricultural ers, dock superintendents and foresion shall cooperate with the munici application shall state facts sufficient
freight
and
storage colleges. Others are independent or men, and State grain men.
pal officers in the execution of im to establish the status of such appli increases
It has been necessary to divide the
provement work under this act. No cant as soldier as defined herein, and charges all along the line—through ganizations with’ related interésts.
money shall be paid by the state on < shall be duly verified.
school
into two classes to take care
the
hands
of
the
canner,
broker,
thé
In practically all of them, officials
account of work performed under this
Sec. 4. There 'is hereby created a wholesale and retail grocer. Since of the Department of Agriculture of the new men who come in. The
act until the work has been inspected
and accepted by the state highway board to be known as “The Soldiers’ this additional and useless expense are interested. A number of depart “senior’-’ class now thoroughly under
Bonus Board", to consist of the state
j commission.
the state treasurer, and the ad is .borne invariably by the consumer, ment, men will be in attendance and, stands how to. analyze and ^Tade
Sec. 7. Roads constructed under auditor,
jutant general. It shall be the duty of it adds its part to the high cost .of through the various meetings, will samples under Federal standards
the. provisions of this act must be the
said board to examine into such ap living.
suitably maintained by the town, un plications
feel the win and the wishes of the and'can answer properly questions’!
and make any other exam
der penalty of forfeiture o' right of
The
Bureau
of
Chemistry
has
con

people at the same time that they relating,'to I inspection and sampling.!
ination
necessary
to
establish
facts,
the town to receive the benefit of fu and approve or disapprove the same.
ducted
•
investigations
to
determine
pass their own thoughts along to The school/will be continued as long
ture apportionments under this act.
any such application is ap the exact amount of solid food of workers in various lines throughout as anyone wishes to rittend.
A sum not to exceed twenty-five per Whenever
by said board it shall be the
cent, of any year’s apportionment to proved
of the adjutant general to pre various fruits and vegetables that the country.
a town under the provisions of this duty
a voucher and transmit the same can be placed most economica'lly and
Bred Heifers for Club Boys
act may be used for maintenance of pare
to the state auditor; said auditor shall efficiently in the standard-sized cans
road constructed under the provisions issue
his certificate therefor, for the
Care in Planning Earth Roads
jhqreof.’
Many junior dairy clubs favor the
therein, and the state .in order that the fill of can may be
Vhapter two hundred and twenty of amount stated
maintenance of bred heifers by their ;
shall pay the same upon war standardized.
Standardization of
¡(the public laws of nineteen hundred treasurer
In
view
of
the
present
widespread
SAS' IP < 5
of the governor and council out canned good, with reference to both
land nineteen is further amended by rant
activity in every form of road build members/ because these animals are]
said Soldiers' Bonus Fund.
oNiy
■inserting between the word, “construc Of Sec.
relatively
easy
to
handle
while
their
j
quality
and
quantity,
tends
to
stabil

For the purpose of carrying
ing, and since nearly all public roads
tion”, and the word, “of", in the four out the5.'
G
et
stai
?tbp
young
owner
gains
experience
in;
provisions
of
this
act,
the
treas

teenth line of said act, the words, ‘or urer of state is hereby authorized, with ize values. The results of these in are laid out originally as earth roads,
IN Mil ’- RLMS’
maintenance or both’, so that said act the approval of the governor and coun vestigations have been distributed the Bureau of Public Roads of -the feeding and caring for the young
MAI2Y PlCkPölZO
as amended shall read as follow^:
to issue bonds or notes from time to widely among canners. Federal in- United States Department of Agri females before they calve. Subse
r .‘Sec. 1. A tax of one mill on a dol cil,
WILL PÄ/ HONG/
time as they are needed, to. an amount ' spectors have visited as many can culture emphasizes the bearing that quently he lèarns how to' handle the
lar shall annually be assessed upon all not
exceeding in the aggregate three neries as practicable during the can
calf,
which
constantly
is
increasing
property of the state according to the million
the location and design of dirt roads
Such bonds or notes
value thereof, and shall be known as sfiall bedollars.
designated “Maine Military ning season to supplement the written have on future highway improve in value. Where mature cows are
the Mill Tax Highway Fund.- This Service Loan,
Act of 1919”, shall ma reports with personal instructions.
fund shall be used, for the construc
ment. In locating and designing distributed among the junior dairj»!
not more than ten years from the
tion or maintenance or\ both of high ture
It is the intention, say the officials, public roads the following consider club members more risk is involved, ■
date
thereof,
and
shall
bear
such
rate
ways as defined in section five of chap
as many of' the youngsters are riot'
interest, and be in such form and to invoke the full power of the Food ations should be borne > in mind: .
ter twenty-five of the revised statutes, of
on
such
terms
and
conditions,
other
and
Drugs
Act
to
stop
the
shipment
except that hot more than one-sixth than those herein specified, as the gov
Sharp curves should be avoided be experienced sufficiently to handle
.them properly.
®f the fund shall annually be used for ernor and council may determine. Said into inter-state and foreign commerce cause they are a menace to traffic.
TME.MOVlt
the construction of highways and
Thé . advantage ’ of, distributing ’
of
slack-filled
cans.
The
Federal
bonds
or
notes
shall
lie
issued
in
the
The width should be ample for
bridges and other purposes contem name and behalf of the state, and shall
plated by said chapter twenty-five and be deemed a pledge of the faith and Food and Drugs Act, however, does vehicles to pass each other without calves among the next generation of
stock breeders, according to United
in accordance with the terms of any credit of the state. The proceeds of not apply to canned foods consumed leaving the traveled way.
appropriate resolves of the legislature. the sale thereof shall be deposited within the State where canned. Such
If a road ever becomes of any con States Department of Agriculture
Sec. 2. One-third of the mill tax
the state treasurer to the credit canned goods are controlled entirely siderable importance, its users prob specialists, is the', low initial cost of
highway fund shall annually be ap- with
a fund hereby created, which fund by State laws. The food officials are
i the animal and the fact that its?
?filed under the provisions of this' act of
n the construction and maintenance shall be known as “The Soldiers* of thè opinion that there is no excuse ably will demand that all the steeper keeping involves less expense rind
grades be reduced to the lowest
of second.and third-class highways as Bonus Fund", and from which the
hereby authorized shall be whatever for any canners to con maximum that would conform to the care bn .the part of the attendant? On,
defined in section five of chapter payments
made.
twenty-five of the -revised statutes in
tinue the uneconomical and unfair general topography of the region the other hand, it requires ’three
addition to other funds provided for
See. 6. The amount necessary to pay practice of slack-filling cans.
years to complete the project; This
which the road traverses.
the construction of state aid high said bonds or notes as they mature,
may be considered undesirable, as'
ways, and shall be known ad the third- and the interest as it accrues, shall
Let
the
-.road
.
planners
remember
The National Match Box
interest
of the club inembers will
class highways fund.
be raised by state taxes, levied and
that aside from . the advantages to
Sec. 3. The administration and ex collected in the same manner as other
likely become lessened.'Tn both the
traffic
of
a
short
route,
each
mile
of
(Washington
Times.)
penditure of the third-class highways state taxes are levied and collected.
case bf the bred -heifer ■rind the' calf
fund shall be under the general super Beginning April first, nineteen hun
The fire peril we have always with additional road involves a consider
vision of ¡the state highway commis dred and twenty-one, and for each and us. It has been impressed on our able extra yearly expense for main it is difficult to/select ' the best Ani
sion, and Shall be apportioned and ex every succeeding year for nine years,
mals which will prove to be, profitable
pended for the construction and main there shall be raised a sum sufficient minds momentarily by Mrs. O’Leary’s tenance, and this alone may warrant producers, while in the case of the .
tenance only when towns which upon for the redemption of such bonds or cow and by fires such as visited Bal the extra expense of shortening the
application for such state aid shall notes to an amount not exceeding three timore some, years ago. But we route when the road is constructed, cow-, she demonstrates" her worth’’ if
l CAN _
proper records of production- and ex
have appropriated, in addition to the hundred thousand dollars per year and
TWS*
appropriation for state aid work, and such additional sum as may be re lapse back into a state of careless provided that the decrease in dis penses are kept. The junior dairy
appropriations under the so-called quired for the payment of interest on ness that costs the country millions tance does not materially increase
PEAL
club work develops potential breeders
bridge act, an amount riot less than all such bonds; or notes outstanding. of dollars every year.
the steepness of the grades.
the average by, them appropriated for The sums so levied and collected shall
»who
will mature from rajsers bf a
Land lines should be regarded only
The national match box is right in
ways and bridges for the five years be placed in the saiid Soldiers’ Bonus
single
heifer or calf into- full-grown
immediately preceding the year of such Fund, and redemption of said bonds your own pocket.’ Handle it with in so far as this may be done with
application, provided the five-year av or notes and payment of the interest care. There are millions of dollars out decreasing the usefulness of the owners of extensive arid quality
erage be not less .than- four mills on thereon shall be made 'rom said fund.
road or increasing its ultimate cost. herds.
the valuation of such town or towns.
Sec. 7. The Soldiers’ Bonus Board, worth of damage in one box.
The third-class highways funds shall the state, auditor, the adjutant general,
This year vast forest areas have The pleasing features of the route
Finds a Giant Spruce
be distributed as follows: To towns and the state treasurer are hereby em been swept by fires. Some caused by should not be overlooked. Remember
whose tax rate is four mills and un powered, with the approval of the govN. L. Carey, forest assistant in the
der five iriilis. aid shall be appropri ernor and council, to employ such as- lightning and some by careless camp that a large part of the , travel on
Olympic National Forest, has disated atthe cate, of ten dollars for each sistance and to incur such other ex- ers with a careless way of handling most country roads is for pleasure,
mileor wrought highway in the town, pense as may be necessary for the
MAS’ MOSE. THAN A Quag-AT •
Avoid the necessity for subsequent covered what he believes to be the
f and'for each one mill increase above administration and the carrying out matches, Charles Lathrop Pack, changes in location,
owe TtMe Ano Talus: uííe tíhí*
Such changes largest spruce tree in the world says
sàid four mills on the tax rates for of the provisions of this act; and the
__ president of the American Forestry
highway purposes in any town, an funds necessary for such administra Association, points to last year’s es nearly always . work hardship on the American Forestry Magazine of
increase of one dollar per mile of tion and carrying out of the provisions timated loss of $28,500,000 in forest some of those who have built homes Washington- It measures 16 feet in
■'“Wrought highway shall be allowed to of this act shall be expended from
diameter 41-2 feet’ above the ground.
fires, and asks that forest fires ’be along the original highway.
such town. Any balance remaining said Soldiers’ Bonus Fund.
It is on the south side of the Solduck
from this 'fund at the end of the year
Sec. 8. ' In the , case of the decease given a thought.
shall on December thirty-first annually of any person, who would if alive be
River. The top was broken off 150
Trees for County Men
That is not a bad idea. - At the Tri
be added to the equalization fund entitled to the benefits of this act,
feet above the ground.
-named in section five of said chapter the siim herein named shall be paid to State Forestry Conference in Indian
North Carolina will mark Arbor
two hundred fifty-eight of the public his dependents, if any, and otherwise apolis the question of better forest
laws of nineteen hundred seventeen, to his heirs-at-law; provided, that if fire protection was taken up by for Day Nov. 7 and memorial tree plant
Arbor Day in Kentucky
_ and used for that purpose.
there is more than one dependent, or
ing for the war heroes will be taken
'• Sec. 4;- Municipal officers of any heir-at-law, payments shall in either esters, timberland owners, lumber up all over the state. At Asheville
October 31 has been set aside as
town may, prior to October- one in case be made in such proportions as mem and representatives of wood
the Kiwanis Club reports to the Arbor day in Kentucky this year,
any year, file with the state highway the said Soldiers’ Bonus Board shall using industries.
Commission the description or location determine, and in determining the
It would seem that the class of American Forestry Association at says the American Forestry Asso
of the road whose construction and order of precedence the following or
improvement they recommend under der so far as practicable shall be ob brains that must be at the head of Washington that it will plant trees ciation of Washington which »s
the provisions -of this act. Upon ap- served: wife and children, mother or such an array of business enterprises for every man in the service from sending free tree planting instruc
; proval of said location by the state father, brother or sister, other de should be able to get together on a Buncombe County.
tion to any Who ask for it Arbor
highway commission, the municipal pendents; provided, however, that no
Gotta Po
Days will be found iu nearly every
Officers shall proceed with the con- right or payment under this act shall co-operative plan, whereby loss by
(S LOOU AT*
struction of a section upon said loca- be subject to the claims of creditors, forest fires can be kept to a mini
month
from
now
on
and
the
Asso

Delaware Builds Roads
I tion in conformity with the pro
__ ______
visions capable , of assignment and no assign mum.
ciation
’
s
reports
show
that
thous

ment
of
the
same
shall
bevalid
or
of the following section of* this act.
The State of Delaware has under ands of memorial, trees will be
A twenty-eight rriillion dollar loss
After acceptance by the state high- binding, regarded as assets legal or
, way commission of a location as above, •equitable of the estate of the deceased in a comparatively restricted area in way one of the biggest memorial planted this year.
construction shall be continued on oh made the basis for administration
any one year wduld be a big news road'building plans of any state in
! that location until the entire .length thereof.
Sec. 9. This act shall take effect item, could world-peace and the high the Union says the American For
Home Bureaus Would Federate
E of the road has been constructed, or
« ¡until the location is changed. Upon only upon the adoption in September, cost of living be eliminated. These estry Association of Washington,
—the .completion of any road located as nineteen hundred twenty, of the pro
In New York State a movement is
above, municipal -? officers shall file posed amendment to article nine of very fires, in forests and cities, con which is directing the campaign for
“Roads of Remembrance.” The on foot to make the State federation
. with the state highway commission the constitution providing for the issu tribute to that high cost of living.
E recommendation for location upon an ing of state bonds for the purpose of
Let us hope the foresters can set a work is being planned by Samuel C. of farm bureau!; representative1 of
ta other road. The work performed un- paying a bonus to Maine soldiers and
the women’s interests as well as
: der this act shall be completed before sailors in the war with Germany; and good example to the other fire pre Lancaster, who built the Columbia
I trie thirtieth day of September annu in case of such adoption, shall take vention interests by doing something River Highway and provides for a thbse of the men. The women who
trb macé vaho
ally and in no case shall any of the effect on the day said constitutional that will make the national match big highway .system catering to the now have representation in the
Lihird-class highways fund be expended amendment becomes effective.
county
organizations,
which
are
entire
state.
box safe for this democracy.'
(Approved November 8.)
p- ypon a section of a road where the
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK. MAINE

Thanksgiving Day

8

i
Ii
$
Si

Put your Dinner on one of our new Dining Tables
Sit in one of the newest style Chairs—The
appearance of the room could be improved with
one of our Buffets.

Our prices are right, our stocks are good at this
time
Get busy while prices are right, because
they are advancing, from time to time.

LOCAL NOTES
The bone head plays which are
FIRST WINTER MEET OF THE
pulled by police officers are ordi
MEN’S CLUB
The Thanksgiving Witch
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nason spent narily kept well covered up by the
Tuesday in Portsmouth.
members of the various depart
Of the Congregational Church
HERE’S a witch in the kitchen
J. Frank Warren has repainted ments but occasionally they leak
was held on Tuesday evening in
who’s baking and brewing,
and renovated the interior of his out much to the amusement of the
And mixing and molding, and the supper room of the church.
sifting and stewing.
store.
public/
According
to
the
story
There were about thirty present
She is up to her elbows in raisins
É J Mrs. Mary Cuttingtg of Portland
which is told, at the time last
to take part in this “get-together”
and spices,
* was a guset of Mrs. Bessie Shep September when a certain crowd As she chops and she peels and she for the season of 1919-20. And,
I ard Tuesday.
minces and slices.
quite as many sat to enjoy the in
of Kennebunk boys went to Ken
her the fragrance of pumptifi pie
Miss Lulah Dennett of Bidde- nebunk Pond on a camping trip Around
formal luncheon served before
hovers,
k ford was'the week end guests of they not only narrowly escaped Each minute a new kind of dainty dils- the business part of the meeting
g j friends in town.
■ drowning by a cloud burst but al- As covers.
stirring and steeping, and bastink and was. taken up. The refreshments
11 Miss Shirley Hatch, who has 1 g^rrest/
As the
the“story
storv” V
told
were supplied by Mr. George Cous
. As
is “told
sieving,
prepares for ens, and were quite up to the best.
capable s
i
Boston’ returned some of the boys went to Water- My Thanksgiving
■home Saturday.
The clams-—cooked in a fashion
boro and, while there, aroused a
R. J. Grant is making a slow but 8uspiuiuu
bIlc local BbUXC
accpci
quite new to the writer, were more
suspicion U1
of the
store keeper
jpnm
satisfactory recovery from his re- that they were boid> bad> bandits.
than satisfying.
cent severe illness.
| jje notifigd Deputy Sheriff Ricker,
After the diners sat back, the
Borij to M.r and Mrs. Walter iwbo jg* well known as a <most
meeting was called to: order by
K(imba|l, (Sunday, Nov. 16th., a 'courageous minion of the law. He
Mr. Joseph Cole, president, and
son. Mrs. Kimball is at the Web-1 in turn summoned help in the
nominations were in order for
ber Hospital, Biddeford.
| persons of two Kennebunk officers.
president,, secretary, and treasur
La/Xina
seta place of rendezvous but
er* for the ensuihg year. Mr. Geo.
farit daughter,
Phila_ Helen, of
_
'“ ■ as the Kennebunk men failed to
Parsons, who will now give most
delphia were the guests of Mrs.1 arrive on time, he went on a scout
of his time to Kennebunk, was
Henry Cotton, Mechanic street last ing expedition himself, falling in
elected the president of the 6lub,
week.
with the boys much to his con
Mr. Arthur Ferris, was made sec-,
Master
Theodore
Roosevelt sternation. After some veiled in
retary, and Mr. S. ZW. Cousens
Chamberlin, the infant son of queries his apprehensions were
treasurer. The president was in
Mr. Don Chamberlin, is the fortu to a large extent allayed and he
structed to appoint committees
nate possessor of a . handsome, backed out as gracefully as possi
for the purpose of arranging en
new, pearl-gray carriage.
ble. He met the Kennebunk offi
tertainments for the coming meet
Gene Knight, who has’ been em-1 cers however and sent them to in
ings of the club. Then, on mo
ployed as motor repair man by the vestigate also. They boys prompt
tion, it was voted that the regu
Atlantic Shore Railway company ly invited them to supper which,
lar meetings hereafter should be
has transfered and is now break however, they declined. So Mr,
held on the 3rd Tuesday of each
ing in as a motor man.
Ricker was unable to become the
month. After which adjournment
Edward Cutting who has been hero in the arrest of a gang of
was taken until the next meeting
confined in the Cottage hospital desperados.
day—Dec. third Tuesday.
in Portsmouth with double pnue, It is the business of this club
monia is slowly improving and
to provide and supply social and«
REVIVAL AT OGUNQUIT.
Ä54
his recovery now seems assured.
recreational opportunities for the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parsons
Church during the coming year—
A series of revival services will
and children, the Misses Helen be hel.d in the Methodist church O! this witch in the kitchen has woven at all times during its organiza
and Anne and Masters Bobby and at Wells, beginning November 25
around me
tion ; and the members of the
spell that in happy enchantment has
Billy of Cresent Surf,” left Tues and extending through December
Men’s Club seemed to have the
bound
me,
day of this week for their winter 7. This is the first series of ser Compounded of fruit cake and cranberry spirit of the thought. Which rehome in the South.
jelly,
minds us of a Question which we
vices of this kind that have been
Mrs. Bessie Shepard and Mrs. held in this church for some time And dressing with onions deliciously are often asked, “What is the'
Fannie Jackson visited Berwick and Rev. William W, Lait, the Andsmelly,
turkey all crinkly and wrinkly and Church doing today?” And W©
on Tuesday evening to attend the pastor, feels that the time is ripe
tender,
want to answer it right here.
And
celery, plume-topped, and snowy
annual inspection of the Women’s for a reawakening and revivifying
The Church is the modem inand slender,
Relief Corps. Mrs. Shepard acted 'of religious sentiment.
And her magic has made me determined stitutiofi that is trying to correct
to win her
as inspecting officer.
the largest number of maladjust
To pr.eside as my bride at my Thanks
The “Twenty Associates” held
ments. It is supplementing our.
giving dinner.
their third meeting Thursday at
elementary public school educa
-MINNA IRVING.
■^Copyright,
1919,
Western
Newspaper
Unionj
the home of Mrs. George Bourne,
tion, which is all that nine-tenths
Summer street. Two papers were
of the people receive, by mercan
Not Essentially American.
read as the last meeting was given
tile, technical, and industrial ed
up to a fine address by the Rev.
Our American Thanksgiving is usual ucation in the Y. M. C. A., and theDoremus.
ly cônsidered our one native contribu parish trade school^. It has or
8 Mr.The
tion to the holidays of nations, as Its ganized the Y. M. C. A.,-—a great
funeral of Alfred Allen was
observance originated with the New fraternity of young men; with so
held from the home of his father
England fathers. Perhaps the fathers cial advantages^ It has supplied
in Kennebunk on Wednesday af
themselves liked to. think of it in this gymnasiums and athletic clubs
ternoon at 1.30, the services being
originative way and so wished it per mitigate destructive physical en
conducted by Rev. B. F. Tilton.
petuated—as something that had flow vironment of the poor. It has .’
The interment took place in the
ered on the bleak rock of their per
cemetary at Wells.
built the best hospitals, the best
sonal struggle. It was to be peculiarly
The Kennebunk Boy Scouts will
homes for orphans a'nd the aged,.
their
day,
peculiarly
a
heroic
New
Epgmeet the Sanford Boy Scouts on
land day, an American day. So in >a In short, the Church has tried to
the football field next Saturday.
sense it is; so in a sense it is not. supply the social deficiencies of
If the Kennebunk boys put up as
Many* other nations have had such our modern state. And yet, those
good an article of football as they
who have neither honest care to
days of thankfulness.
did no Saturday they should take
know, nor desire to aid, ask,
Sanford into camp.
“What Is the Church Doing To
For Past and Coming Mercies.
We are glad to hear that little
day?”
: .
/Thanksgiving
is
a
season
of
appre

Jim Ward, the four year old son
When religion is_ seen to be^a”
ciation
for
what
has
come
to
the
coun

of Mr. Harold Ward of Alewive,
biological product resulting from
Rev. Thomas Lait, brother of try as Well as for what it has escaped. human need, its influence does not
is able to get about a bit on crutch
On
both
counts
the
people
of
America
es altho he greatly prefers his the pastor of the church, will as have abundant reason on this day to need defense. The Church has
Kitty-car. The little fellow, who sist at these services. Mr. Lait express their gratitude in accordance met human need, otherwise it
was operated upon by Dr. Abbott is pastor of the First Evangelical with the national institution so wise’ would have perished. And the
of Portland, has had his leg in church in Lowell Mass., and is ordered long ago.
Men’s Clubs of any Christian
also well known,
particularly
a cast since last August.
Church are great potentialities
The upper water wheel of the through Massachusetts and the
for good; they can make homes
BOY SCOUT FOOTBALL
Rogers Fibre Company, on the middle West, as an evangelist of
happier, quieter people, and give
West side of Main street, which' much more than usual powers.
The Boy Scouts of Kennebunk us all a fresh hold on modern re
broke down during the summer Mr. Lait will be accompanied by and Saco who met on Kennebunk ligion, which has been waiting for
and which has since been out of his son, who is an exceptionally playground last Saturday after a new psychology. And the new
commission, has at last been re fine cornetist, and he will lead the noon put up a game which showed religion will be both a tonic to
placed by a new one, the work musical portion of the services.
some first class foot ball. The human nature and a renovation of
The Lait family is very promi score of 18 to 7 in favor of Ken economic practice.
having been completed last Sun
day when it was possible to lower nent in church work, four out of nebunk indicates very well the
five brothers being ordained min comparative strength .and playing
the water.
A practical and useful gift Wa
Professor Anderson of Boston isters, two occupying pulpits in ability of the two teams. Iji the terman’s Ideal fountain pen sold,
will begin a course of lessons in Methodist churches and the other matter of weight the teams were and guaranteed by Fiske the drug
very evenly matched' both teams gist on the corner.
dancing at the Mousam Opera two in Congregational societies.
Adv
During these meetings there averaging 130 pounds, and neither
House on the 28th of November,
i The Prof, has a large and success- will be services every evening at was able to make much headway
INSPECTION OF PYTHIAN
1 ful class now at Ogunquit. Mrs. 7.30, except on Sundays, when through mass play. In fact the
SISTERHOOD
i Grant of Kennebunk will preside there will be two services, one at centers of both lines were so
' at the piano. See our write up 10.30 and the other at 7 in the evenly matched they repeatedly
Pythian Castle was well filled on
i next week of this fine opportunity evening. There will be good sing held for downs when line plays Tuesday evening when the Sister
were
attempted.
The
principal
ing
and
good
preaching
and
■ to get the latest style of dancing,
a
hood of Kennebunk held their an
i
The children of Kennebunk as cordial invitation to attend one or superiority of the Kennebunk nual inspection, as well as initiat
i well as the grown folks have a all of the meetings is extended to team lay in the strength of its ing a large dlass of candidates,
ends, who were not only success several of whom came from out of
| great treat in store for them week everyone.
ful in smearing most of the round town. There was exemplification,
i after next when Taylor’s Dog Show
ALEWIVE
the end runs of Saco, but were al of ritualistic and degree work by
I comes to the Acme Theatre. Those
so able to box up their opponents ’the officers of the order and the
! who have seen this wonderful
j troop of dogs in other towns
Guy Smith and family took an so their own backs were able to degree team.
| where they have been shown say auto trip to Limerick on Sunday, negotiate the ends repeatedly for
Mrs. Flora Rowe, of Portland,
that their intelliegnce is remark spending the day with Ernest Hill. material g^ins.
was the inspecting officer and she
There was considerable fumb was accompanied by Grand Chief,
able and that they can do almost
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Taylor
everything except talk.
entertained Albert Junkins and ling by bdth sides, the out of town Mrs. Elizabeth Ingalls and Grand
boys being the worst offenders in M..of R. C. Miss Edith Newcomb.
I
The cutting of the alcoholic per family on Sunday.
| centage of beer from 2.75 to .5
All are very glad to see little this regard however. Both teams At the close of the degree work
| isn’t worrying certain of our local Elizabeth Blake out riding with /ere well supplied with substitutes the Grand Chief was presented
I citizens as long as the cider is her -pony after her stay of five and a number were put into the with a cut glass berry dish and
| growing hard and the “home weeks as a patient in the Chil game. The star of the game was the inspecting officer with a cut
i Edwin Kelley of Kennebunk, who glass vase, the presentation being
I brew” supply is holding out. This dren’s hospital in Portland.
I was more °r less in evidence on
The Manager of the Farmer’s showed excellent football form. made by Clarence Webber in his
j Sunday evening until certain of Exchange, Mr. Stevens, has moved Not only did he make steady and usual charming manner.
| the more hilarious were given his family to West Kennebunk for consistent gains but he followed
After the exercised a supper was
the ball closely and his tackling served, which was provided by the
t their choice between going home the winter.
was
clean
and
hard.
In
the
kick

I and spending the remainder of
Prescott Goodwin of Biddeford
Brother Knights, seventy-five^eev-ing department Kennebunk was ers being laid.
I the night in the cooler. They has accepted a position with
weak,
failing
on
all
three
of
tneir
| went home.
Farmer’s Exchange and has mov
tries fpr goal from touchdowns,
|
Miss Dorothy Melcher of Dor ed his family here.
& Shaw’s butter scotch
Kennebunk scored two touch- 20cPage
| Chester, Mass., the thirteen year
The Grange tendered a most en
at Fiskes drug store on the
downs
in
the
first
half,
Webber
s old niece of Miss Helen Melcher, joyable supper to the new mem
Adv.
corner.
I is first cornetist in an orchestra bers on Tuesday evening. It pays and Phillips carrying the ball
over,
and
putting
the
game
on
j of sixty boys and girls. The or- to belong to the Grange. All join.
CARD OF THANKS—
the ice. Kelley added another
| chestra is composed of children
The State Veterinary of the De touchdown in the second half and
| selected from the classes of the partment of Tuberculosis has
November 20th, 1919.
I Junior High School which she at- been through the neighborhood Veats of Saco scored a touchdown
We
take
_
this
first opportunity
| tends. She has been a member testing cows, including, among and kicked the goal near the end of conveying to the many friends
I for three years. The work of others, those of B. F. Titcomb, A. of the last period. The line up of our husband and father, the
was:—
KENNEBUNK
I these young musicians has excited P. Day and L. R. Taylor.
late Frederick Evans, as well as
I much favorable comment among Mr. and Mrs. Paul Russell and R. E. V. Littlefield
to our own friends, an expression
R.
T.,
Whicher
(Swett)
I the musical people of Boston.
of the sincere and lasting appre
R. G., N. Hall,
| Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lunge, Rev. family spent Sunday with Mrs.
ciation we feel for the many acts
Russell’s sister, Mrs. Oliver Drown
C.,
Day.
SB. F. Tilton, Miss Gladys Tilton,
of sympathetic kindness tendered
of
Portland.
a Mr. Freemont Welch,. Dr. Tibbetts The building of H. E. Knight L. G., M. Hall (Sweet)
us in our bereavement, as well as
L. T., Harmond,
—
I attended the football game between
our heartfelt thanks for every re
are
being
painted
by
S.
E.
Carle.
L.
E.,
Robinson,
(R.
Gousens)
| the University of Maine and New
membered mark of your esteem.
Contrary to the dire predictions
Q. B., Webber
Hampshire State College at Dur
Sincerely and cordially,
R.
H.
which
were
made
that
the
Upper
Kelley,
ham, N. H., on Saturday. This
(Mrs.) Elizabeth E. Evans,
H.
Johnson,
Alewive
School
would
loose
many
was the last game of the season
Roy A. Evans,
F. B-, Phillips, SACO
for the University of Maine and of its pupils with the approach of
Clayton Evans.
3
L. E, Stuart (Hanson)
their victory by a score of 7-3 winter, the .attendance has in
L. T., Miles,
gives them the New England State creased from 15 to 18 scholars.
FOR SALE
L. G., H. Cousens,
College championship. Raymond What place needed a school more
Mill
ends
of Dress Goods, Blan ,
than
Upper
AlewiveT
”
c. Hobson, (Stuart)
Lunge played the same steady con
kets and Steamer Rugs. Also Mas
L. H. Taylor took a business
R. G., Grooms,
sistent game which has charac
kinaw -cloth and Plush. On the
R. T.. Blake (Wilson)
terized his play ^throughout the trip to Portland on Monday.
car line, Cape Porpoise.
R. H., Lord (Andrews)
year and which has made his po
The neihgborhood was saddened
Q. B., Davis
sition at left guard one of the de by the death of Fred Evans who
L. H., Andrews (Lord)
pendable points of the line both will be widely missed. Our sym
R. H., Clark,
on the offense and defense.
4t pd. 20-27-4-11,
pathy is extended to the family.
F. Bs, Veats.
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H. P. Atkinson & Sons Inc

I

Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block

Atkinson Block

Biddeford, Maine

Saco, Maine

II

Useful Gifts
8$

For Men, Women and Children

$1.45
Men’s Slippers
Ladies’ Slippers
75 c
Children’s and Misses’ Slippers
$1.50
Children’s Rubber Boots
Boy’s Rubber Boots
I Men’s Rubber Boots, [Storm King] 4.95
«

I

and up
and up
and up
and up

Our King Quality
Shoes for Men

Our Grove Grip Shoes
For fieri and Women

$6.00 to $10.00

The Best Gift You Can Make

Lamb Wool Soles for Men, Women and Children
I

Green’s Shoe Store
174 MAIN STREET

i

BIDDEFORD

I

If you patronize our Advertisers
You will make no mistake
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Wearever hot water bottles are ' Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Rowe will!
sold and guaranteed by Fiske the leave for St. Petersburg, Florida,
druggist on the corner, Kenne on December 1. They will return
bunk.
Adv. to Wells about then last of May.
Ray Hanscom made good his Ellison Hill will close his home
promise that he would have to get here the day after Thanksgiving
We have just received shipment
the game for all of his party, as for the winter. He will divide his i
of 1920 models and are in a po
he brought down two deer while time during his absence between ■
sition to make immediate delivery
GEORGE W. VERRILL
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Perkins [the others, E. D, Perkins, Ernest Boston and New York and will re-1
of the Chevrolet Cars:
are' visiting relatives in Manches Perkins, Frank Randall and Henry turn to Wells in March.
The town of Ogunquit has been ter Mr. Perkins got a five point Maxwell got skunked. E. D. Per Mrs. E. J. Drake is visiting her
“Baby^Grand .. .. ........... $1343.90
kins says that he didn’t see any sister Mrs’H. H. Frohock. Lieut.
saddened by the death of George buck last week.
(Model F. B.). Touring
W. Verrill, who passed away one Miss Nellie Mitchell, who has deer but that one kicked him, Frohock, who has been on duty-4n
“Baby Gran'd Roadste^ ..;. 1317.90
week ago last Friday. Although been living for some time in Ken which might prove anything if Boston since the beginning of the
'“Baby Grand Sedan .,.X1929.30
Mr. Verrill had resijded only the nebunk, removed the last of her Maine were not a strickly prohi policemen’s strike, when he was
“Four-iNinety Touring ... .. 820.50
last twelve years of his life in household goods from Ogunquit bition state.
called to take up the duties which
“Four-Ninety Rdadster ... .799.65
Ogunquit. he has endeared himself last week.
Dr. Frank Siears, after return .devolved- upon -him from being on i
“Four^Ninety Sedan....... 1293.70
to everyone by his kindness, his Mrs. Vesta Hammond of Wells ing from his trip to the Rangeleys the retired list, is now located at
“FourrNinety Coupe ...... 1215.55
unostentatious charity, his unfail spent the week end with her has again left town. When he .the East Boston station, taking
Delivered
ing geniality his sympathetic in daughter Mrs. Solomon Stevens. left he was undecided whether he the place of one of the regulars
terest in the welfare of others and Mrs. Frank Rollins has return would go to Nova Scotia shooting who is taking a delayed vacation. |
We also have for immediate de
his large but unobstrusive public ed from a five week visit with her or to’.Palm Beach fishing.
The date of :his return to his home,
livery Velie Passenger Cars; also.,;
spirit. Not only is he sincerely parents in Milo.
the Cole Aero 8.,
The Grange wilUiold a regular is upcertain.f
mourned here but the regard far)
meeting on Friday of this week Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Merchant!
Our Sales Representatives, Mr.
which he ’ was ’ held, not only Mrs. Arnold Grant and Mrs. with the customary supper.
expect to leave for the West next
Hannah
Jacob's
expect
to
spend
the
Arey and Mr.. Miner, will be at
throughout this state but also far winter at the Hotel Rockingham, A large delegation of Pythian week. Mrs. Merchant will go to I
Thacher Hotel if you-wish to have-afield, was evinced by the flowers Portsmouth which has recently Sisters went to' Kennebunk on Blairsden, Plumas county, Cali
a demoiistration.
and letters. of condolence which,
fornia,
for
a
time,
while
Mr.
Mer,
have been received from many been taken over by N. P. M. Ja Tuesday evening when a large chant will go to look over his
cobs.
class, including several from mining interests in Arizona. He
FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE CO!
parts ofrthe country.
Ogunquit, received the first de will also go to Central Panama. [
Mr. Verrill was the son of Chas, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Whitlock grees.
PORTLAND, ME.
x and Martha Verrill and was born have gone to. New York for a short
They will retain their house here
Harold Ramsdell went to Boston and expect to spend more or less I
in Poland Maine June 5, 1855. He visit. ,
R. W. LAIRD, MGR.
was one of' fourteen children of Mrs. Alice Barnett, who has on Monday and stopped in Haver time in the future in Wells, Mr..
whom Albert E. Verrill, Clerk of been stopping at Clark’s Hotel hill, on the way back, to visit Merchant is repairing the house
courts at Auburh, William Verrill since the first of July except.the friends.
and getting it into good shape
of California and Misses Abbie, two.last weeks, during which she Grace Brooks visited Biddeford prior to his departure.
Martha and Ella Verrill, all of has been the guest* of Mrs. Dr. oh Monday.
The dance of the Patriotic Sons
Auburn, survive him, He removed ! Gordon, has returned to her home Mrs. Dana Perkins, Mrs. Lu of America, which was held in the
at an early age lo -Green - and at in Boston.
ther Weare, Mrs. Ray Hanscom Town. Hall on last Thursday even- |
fifteen went to Oklahoma, then Mr. and Mrs. Grover Perkins and Ernest Perkins motored to I ing, was a great success, about 60!
Indian Territory, to join his broth have returned to their home after Biddeford on Monday.
couples being present in spite, of!
•er. There he worked at cattle a three Week vacation. Mr. Per Rev. William W. Laite preach- the- inclementcy of the weather.,
ranching and visited much of the kins spent the first week in the last Sunday on,“Practical Chris The hall was beautifully decorated
West as far as California. He woods, but was compelled to come
with flags and the lodge rooms1
eventually went to Chicago where out owing to a bad cold, compli tianity” and in a sermon1 very were thrown open to such as pre- f
he worked in the hardware busi cated by injuries which he receiv a propos and to the point he. raked fered cards and billiards to danc
the small town jealousies between
ness. During- these years he com- ed from a fall.
ing. The music, was furnished by
uléted his education by attendance Charles Maxwell spent last Mon" the churches, and urged a broader Alien’s five piece orchestra from!
cp-operation
between
the
different
dav'in Portland.
at night school.
Dover, and David Dickey of BidAt the age of twenty-five he re The Grange supper last Friday sects. He conducted the prayer deford rendered several vocal solos
meeting
at
Maryland
Ridge.
On
turned to Maine, settling in Au nierht was a complete success, re
during the concert of an hour
burn. Hère he went into the sulting in a twenty dollar increase Sunday he will speak regarding which proceeded the dancing, as
the
work
of
the
revival,
which
grocery business and for a time in the funds in the treasury. well as singing with- the members
Mrs. Joseph B. Clark, who has will begin in the Methodist church of the orchestra during the rest
was in the employ of John P.
next
week.
Squires of Boston. Tn later years been confined to her home for a
of the evening. Ice cream and
Chevrolet "Four-Ninety" -Touring Car i735,:f. o. b. Flint, Mich.
he took up life, health and acci week bv a severe' cold and the re When in Kennebunk meet, your cake were served. Harry Hayes
friends
and
await
cars
at
Fiske
’
s
action
from
her
extremely
busy
dent insurance, and as an agent
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Adv. aids a number of members of the'
travelled extensively through season in the hotel, is again able drug .store on the corner.
to
be-out.
A
Union
Thanksgiving
service
Maine. Twelve years ago-he came
P. S. of A. Much credit for the
to Ogunquit and for the last _ S. Krinskv, who has been on the will be held oh next Thursday success pf the, dance is due to C.
eleven years haé managed the road for the last -month for a evening, in which Rev. John G. O. Hubbard, head of-the general fey’s friends attempted to get her
Boston dry goods house, has re- Grace, Rev. Nf. W. Lait and Rev. committee,, who assumed the en to remain at home without exciting
Hotel Ogunquit,
Soon after his return from the sianed his position and reopened Thomas - Lait will take part.
tire financial responsibility and her suspicion. They Succeeded
Wèst he married Miss Sarah Smith bis store.
came out.showing a handsome "pro in doing so, but- were unable to
of Green who died thirteen years No business of importance trans
fit for the organization. Every get their party together and sq
WELLS
ago. Two sons were born to them piçed at the meeting of the Ogun
body had a good time, especially postponed the surprise until Mon
one of whom died in; infancy and quit Village Corporation which Rev. John W. Trelfall of the Will Tripp who, after absenting day. The evening, was spent in
the other, Harry Verrill, died nine was held on Monday evening. It Andover Theological School of himself from the dance floor for games and ^conversation and re
years''ago. The loss of his son was voted to adjourn the meeting Cambridge supplied at the churc^i several years, took- a chance and, freshments, were served. At the
was a very severe blow to. Mr. until November 29, in anticipation services on Sunday.
after he got started, insisted on close of the evening John Hartôn,
Verrill. His "first wife, who was. of the inspection of the Ogunquit Mrs. Lydia Mudie, Mrs. Lydia dancing every dance straight in’ behalf of the members of the
When you put up your car for the winter have your
party, presented Mr. and. Mrs.
•a chronic invalid for eighteen River, bridge by Paul D. Sargent, Sipple, Mrs. O. J. Hubbard, Mrs. through.
years and a great care, died four Chief Engineer of the State High John Hill, Mrs. Nellie Morrison, The Ladies’ Aid of the Second Ilsley with a beautiful hand deco battery taken care of by an expert. ? Do pot trust ama
teen years ago,
way Commission. It ' has been Gladys Hill and David Morrison, Congregational church will hold rated china dinner set. The great
Eleven years ago . he married practically decided to leave the from Wells, attended the Grange their first meeting of the season success of the affair was due to teurs with-your battery.
Mrs. Mary Littlefield, widow ’ of whole matter in the hands of the supper in Ogunquit last Friday today, Thursday, in the chapel. the efforts of Mrs. Roby Little
A battery is a complicated and expensive piece < f
Capt. Charles Littlefield of Ogun Highway Commission and not em evening.
The afternoon will be spent in field and Mrs. George Gleason who
quit, by whom he is survived. He ploy a private engineer. The ce Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith will sewing for the York County Chil planned and arranged for • the apparatus; therefore call or take the scn e to '
event.
also leaves two step-sons, Charles ment belonging to the corporation next week, close their home in dren’s Aid.
L. Littlefield of Brooklyn, N. Y., will be sold to the highest bidder Wells for the winter.
Arrangements have been made
and Myron G. Littlefield of Potts at once.
Will Allen, who has beeri ill for to renovate the chapel of the Sec
... Agent for Willard Storage Battery. Tel. 83.
town Pehnsylvania, three grand Mrs. J. F. Dalton, who travels a considerable period suffering ond Congregational church at
children, two boys and one girl, with her husband who is in the from progressive paralysis, seems once. Part of the ceiling which
Alice Littlefield, who has always emnlov of the Parks-Cramer Co., to be gradually growing more fee has fallen will be replaced and
made her home with Mr. and Mrs. installers of humidifiers, has ble. He is being cared for by the entire interior re-painted. The The supper and ehtertainment
Verrill, and numerous nieces and beon a visitor at the homes of her Jacob Wiswell.
opening of the winter social work which were held in the vestry last
nèphèws.
mother, Mrs. C. S. Littlefield, and Mrs. A. L. Hill, wife of the pas of the church has been delayed Friday evening were a splendid
success. The entertainment was
• Mr. Vèrrijl was a member of her sister, Mrs. Edna Littlefield tor of the Second Congregational awaiting^these repairs..
the Ogunquit Grange and the Shorey, during thé last week.
church, who is stopping with Miss Leona Moody has moved particularly enjoyable. The farce,
Knights of the Golden Eagle. He B. F. Hooper, who has been relatives during the leave of. ab tothe house of Rev. John G. Grace- “The Old Ladies Sewing Circle,”
cared little for matters of this badly crppled with muscular sence of Mr. Hill from his pasto
she will spend the winter. given by the members in costumes
kind, however, prefering his home rheumatism is creatly improved. rate. spent the week end as guest where
The" Junior class of the Wells of their grandmothers, was 'the
to outside affairs. He was ex All ôf the mighty Nimrods of of Mrs. Owen Davis.
High School will hold a box party hit -of the evening. Miss Louise
tremely interested in civic matters Oerun«uit are back in the bosoms The rock, kelp, and other debris and
in Firemen’s Bronson spoke in h'er usual pleas
and almost to the time. of .his of their families ladened with the which, was washed onto the road Hall entertainment
bn Saturday evening. The ing manner, there were “coon
death was chairman of the Ogun trophies of the chase, most of at the beach during the storm of entertainment
consist, of a songs by Walter Phillips and vo
quit Village corporation. It was them having returned last Satur two weeks ago has been largely prophecy, “The will
Future
the Class cal selections by a quartette. The
mainly through his influence and day. The party which consisted removed. The road running to of 1921,” and a farce, of
“
Ghosts
in ■ supper was one of those such as
hard work though aided to some of Rey. William W. Lait, Reginald the beach from the State highway
i only the ladies of "the Depot sec
a-Boarding
School.
”
The
boxes]
extent by others that the- Fire Brewster, John Jacobs, Reginald to the Casino, from which about will be provided by the girls and tion can cook. The total proceeds
man’s Hall was built and turned Jacobs, Ed Knight, Verne Perkins, three inches of top surface was will be sold to the.highest bidders were over thirty-five, dollars.
over to the Ogunquit Corporation. Everett White, Raymond Little washed, will not be resurfaced .un among the, boys. The proceeds Fred Mathews of Bald Hill has
Mr. Verrill was stricken with field Dr. Frank Siears and til spring.
taken a position at the Bar mill
We now have the most beautiful line of
angina pectoris about a month Joe Weare brought back seven It has been learned this week will go to the class fund.
in North Berwick.
Leslie
Storer,
who
recently
sold
ago and from that time was a great deer, four buck and three does. that two young people of Wells
0
vercoats
ever shown in our -store. They com e
Miss' Rosalind Hutchins of.
sufferer. On the morning of his Two of these, including the larg were married last July, and have his home with the intention of re Ogunquit
spent
the
week
end
with
in
Waist
line
and conservative cuts and are
moving
to
Portland,
has
found
it
death he had a sevère attack, and est buck which weighed over two been able to keep their marriage
tb secure a satisfactory Mr. arid Mrs. Downing Hatch.
died in a few minutes.
tailored
in
the
finest
manner—fully equal to the
hundred pounds, were brought secret until last week. With the impossible
Miss" Viola Phillips, who is at
The funeral was conducted from down by Mr. Lait. The party went knowledge -of practically no one house there and has taken Mrs.
best custom work. Gripes on these desirable
his late residence on Monday af to a câmp between Lake Umbagog except the guardian of the bride, Lydia Mudie’s house for thé win tending High SchooL at the Vil
lage spent Sunday at .her hometernoon Rev. John G. Grace offici and Lake Richardson in the whose consent was necessary be ter.
garments range from $25.00 to$50.00
ating The interment was in the Rangeley region, to reach which fore the. license cbuld be granted The many friends of Miss Mae here.
Littlefield lot in Wells, according they were compelled to tote in on account of her minority, Mer Tripp will be interested in the fol Roger Bragdon is driving herds
We also have a very complete stock of
• to one of his last wishes. There sevefi miles and carry- two more. rill Hilton and Susi« Geraldine lowing received by the Editor:—■= of cattle through this town every
was a very large, attendance at the During their stay about a foot Hatch, both employed -at Laud “Arrived in Chicago at 12.30 day to his slaughter house in
Men
’
s and Young, Men’s Suits in Blues, Browns,
funeral, including practically all and a half of snow fell, making holm Farm were married in mid noon. Leave to-night over the Nqrth Berwick.
Greens
and Grays that cannot be surpassed for
The ladies of Wells Depot are
of his immediate relatives many the hiking very heavy. They un summer. Two weeks ago they Santa Fe R. R. Took an auto
sytle, quality and. workmanship. You-should
of whom came fraih outside of the derwent their share of accidents, announced their marriage and are drivé around the city, thru Lin planning to have a community
state.
the only bad one being to Verne now living with the groom’s par coln and Washington Parks and Christmas tree this year but the.
give them a caret’ul.-inspection. They are well
Perkins who fell into the lake ents. Mr. and Mrs. George .Hil- along the So. Shore—a wonderful full arrangements and date have
worth if. As good values as we have, ever
not yet .been decided.
In accordance with the request while attemping to aid one of the tnn. in ¡Laudholm road. Their city.” !
of Lucius Williams and Dr, Gor hunters of another party land a ability to keep the knowledge of Last Monday evening was one
show and should go fast at these prices.
don during their stay in Augusta deer which had got into the deep their marriage to themselves for of a great surprise to Mr. and
$27.50 to $40.00
attending the session of the Legis water of the lake. He was com so long a time was due to the fact Mrs. Wt, A. Ilsley, when over
lature, Paul D. Sargent, Chief pelled to swim a considerable way. that the ceremony was performed thirty .of their neighbors and
friends decended upon them in an
Engineer of the State Highway and break the ice for a long dis in Boston.
THE JEWELER
In hats we don’t have to take ours off to
Commission, will visit Ogunquit tance farther, before he was res Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Clark unexpected celebration of their
within a few days to look over the cued, by Dr. Siears in a boat. left for St. Petersburg, where they twentieth wedding anniversary. 253 Plain St.
anyone
in the twocities'. The Guyer; is stand
Biddeford
Ogunquit River bridge, which will Raymond Littlefield acted as cook will snend the winter, on Tuesday. The real date of the wedding ocard
both
in appearance and price. It comes in
be rebuilt under the act of the so successfully, thanks to his Ur- Mr. Clark, who has worked in one cured on Saturday and Mrs. Ilsall the popular shades and Velours and «ells
Legislature authorizing the ex my training, that he was present of the largest markets in that city
penditure of $3,000 by the state. ed with a watch by the party. He for the last two seasbns will be
from $4.00 to $7.00
Mrs. Archie Littlefield and Mrs. assumed the duties of cook after employed at the same, place this
Elsie Hutchins spent the week Raymond Brewster had given up year. Mrs. Clark will be em
end in Boston.
trying to roll biscuits with a ployed in a candy store which is
A big line of Derby hats at $4.00 and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weare are bottle which he claims was an being run by Mr. Tapley, who con
$5.00
is a leader with'us. Come in and look
the parents of a son born last olive bottle.
ducts the Golden Rod at York
week.
Two rings with stone settings Beach sirmmers.
them over.
* Herbert Littlefield, who has and a box of typewriter paper Mrs? Marv . H. Bragdpn has
IT IS YOUR BEST
been confined to the house for were stolen from the waiting room dosed her house and will live
some time is again able to be out. of the postoffice while the clerk during the winter with her next
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Smith was occupied in sorting the. mail dnor neighbor. Mrs. M. A. Hill.
visited town last week.
one day last week. Postmaster Mrs. Charles Goodwin was in
Barak Maxwell has sold his Brewster has offered a reward of Weils on Mondav closing the home
carpenter shop to Frank JaCobs $25 for the detection and convic nf bar mother-in-law. ]V[rs. Sarah
and it is being moved to his prop tion of the thief or thieves.
Goodwin, who is ~~ spending the
erty by Mr. Hilton of Wells.
The hunting party consisting winter in Lawrence
Edward Grotty visited his sister of Frank. Keene, Russell Perkins, Fnr the tired and overworked/
in New Hampshire recently.
Allen Bradshaw and Grover Per +»w our Svrun of WynonhOsphite
— IT IS MADE AT-----Mrs. Irving Hutchins has been" kins was fairly successful. Al Compound, an excellent tonic and
visiting relatives in Boston and though the latter was compelled hnrfv builder, sent nostnaid for
vicinity.
to leave the woods before he could «1 00 Fiske the druggist on the
The Literary Club will hold get a shot at a deer and Mr. Brad corner. Kennebunk.
140 Main Street.
Biddeford
Adv.
their first meeting of the season shaw did not get any, Russell Per IWIsc Flossie McCaulder. who is
a| the home of Mrs. Archie Little kins shot a ten point buck which fesohine school at Highland Villa.
field on Friday of this week.
weighed 198 pounds dressed, the Newton-villa.. Mass . will snend
“Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”
F. N. George left for a four larges! brought to Ogunqiiit this her twn week Thanksgiving vaca
month visit ip. Sherburne, Ver season, and Frank Keene &°t two, tion with her mother here. She
mont on Monday.
a buck and a doe.
will arrive in Wells next Saturday.

OGÚNQUIT-WELLS I

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

H. H. GRANT, Kennebunk, Maine

Wells Depot

Without
Question

EAT MORE BREAD !
and Cheapest Food.

A. A. BIENVENUE

Joy’s Bakery

í

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK,.MAINE

THE REGAL

The Scope of Evidence
HASKELL & JONES COMPANY

Specialist for Men and Boys

LE DERNIER MOT
are onlyj^our things certain since
Chapter XII
The best SHOES that the present art of Shoemaking
Social Progress began:—That the
The Employment of Counsel
Can produce.
Now that we have selected the Dog returns to his vomit and the
counsel that satisfies us, let us Sow returns to her mire, And the
not give up our ideals—our belief burnt Fool’s bandaged finger goes
I in freedom, our conviction that wabbling back to the Fire;
“And after this is accomplish
I the counsel exists for consulta
They are made to endure.
ed, and the-brave new world
tion, interchange of opinion, and
begins,
¡not for the purpose of making a
Good looking as they are,
puppet of us. The argument that When all men are paid for exist
ing and no/man must pay for their real worth lies in their
I counsel can be better informed in
his sins',
¡an individual case than you are.
remarkable service values.
As surely as Water will wet us,
is wilfully deceitful.
These values are realized
as surely as Fire will burn,
The cornerstone of your case,
The
Gods
of
the
Copybook'
Head

after
«the SHOES have be
always, is the preservation of
ings with terror and slaughter come tried veterans of the
your standing in it. And you,
return.”
must implacably resist any en
The hopes that the world is road—after long, hard wear
by counsel. If coun
i croachment
sel is to be a disturbing factor in built on are neither “cloud nor that would end the useful
your direction of a case, ask him wind-borne.” The lights long ago
to sever his connection with it. went out in Rome because of ness of ordinary footwear.
& Never allow yourself to be mis smooth-tongued counsel. And the
led by disguished advocates of social fabric has before now pekind of service
! their own ability. Counsel comes tered out because men have hoped
: into your case by invitation—vol- “by robbing selected Peter to pay you want and have a right
. untarily. Let him understand at collective Paul.” Never mind
I once—better this before he gets what your counsel tells you, (ruth to expect, WORK, WEAR,
Mineola
: in, that you will have no coercion never alters its pace; so what’s and WORTH.
the good of . plenty of money, when
i from him.
there's nothing that money ¿can
i You cannot,' of course, allow
J,j counsel either to open or close buy!
You may safely nut this by as
»¡your case to the court op jury. He certain, “A counsel who has not
may be the finest orator at the the same knowledge of your case
bar—but he does not know your as you have will only darken it
case. He has not studied it. with his words.” And, you may
.And it .is. the rankest presumption be sure, counsel will not study the
for him to attempt it. If you have case after he is once in. It is not
251 Main Street, Biddeford, Maine
listened in on many caseX you for nothing that the pungent
will have noticed that every coun satirical synonym—“liar and law
sel has an unheathly tendency to yer,” has persisted. We have in
usurp a position of undue impor sisted, however,, that before you
tance. Mostlv, standing counsel^ take counsel vou.must fairly judge
are inveterate politicians brot in the many shortcomings that are
..»‘ruætiiiiiiiiittiiiiifiiiiiiiiHiit.i '>iiiiu¡tiiiiii!i!iiti:ii!ui!ii!ii::!ijii!miiinnnuiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii(niirmi<iiiiiiiiiirmniiiiiiiiiwmiiimiiiiittiiíiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiúiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
juiiitiinniuiiJiiiiiOHiiiuiuiiiiiiiiifiiiiiitiiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiii
to a case by a wave of emotion. peculiar' to all of them—that you
And the chief curse and pollution must get along without them if it
of trials of noted cases have been is possible—and that counsel shall
these instruments of intrigue.
always follow your will -whatever
Indeed, wezhave tried to con difficulties arise. Thus you will
vince our readers, and we wish to get the lie—unless is is chargeable
imply all we have said right here, to yo.u, out of your case. Thus
the success which truth alone can vou will tame the despot of the
give to justice.. Can bestow on,1 law.
mankind, is that in which no
Finally., let us be quite frank.
church no class, no organization, If an athlete should accent a
strives to make itself strong at the trainer whose object should be to
cvnense of anv- nartv. class, devise a regimen by which the
church, ororganization. We would .athlete should lose the use of an
advise<the young man, then^ to)/arm or a leg, what would you say
5
have nothing to d0 with a counsel of“such"training?' Is not
not tlJi,
that
fa
nr chse where the individual de-Lxact!y whpt the counsel does?
ll
r-ends on encroachment or in He cripples or surpresses various
gl
fringement or usurpation, merejv faculties, moral and intellectual
because there i$ strength or ad alike, of the man who employs
vantage nf position bv which , to him, with the result that he leaves
¡In sn Tn other words. everv only halves or lesser fractions of
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
ideal lavzver will he so aVve to a lawyer for his domination.
,+ha ineoi-irnnhle preciousnoss -of Note the conduct of any lawyer
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
and his counsel. No Hohenzollern
Despot ever reduced his Germans
Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
himsplf Ehf» smallest jota which to a more abjectly obedient an,d
ii
wquld s’ihtra/’t from the complete servile mass than counsel does his
i:tiinii!iitimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiit!iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiii*uiuiiiiuiiauiiiniMiu(iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiufiiMHiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiiuiiuuD
nnsp of tbp Verify.
employer. Now note the cost at,
which this machine of despotism +bpiv heads incredulously and is arrived at! The lawyer is
£ murniur. “That is all onlv . a taught to deny the truth, to deny
dream, iridescent, but unrealiza humanity, to wallow in deceit, to
ble. Human nature never chances, gloat over finesse. The man in
and it can rr) more •rt’ach this him,¿the responsible' moral entity,
than it can the end of the rain dwindles away into a soulless
bow, of which the dream is spun.” fiiachine for the uses of the coun
To such as those, you may make sel.
answeh. “Woe to mankind when
The question is, my reader, not
the desire for truth shall vanish. whether counsel is excellent in
Then, indeed, shall the distinction theory, but whether we are ready
between men and beasts be blotted to use counsel profitably. Most
1 out. and the hope which has led lawyers seem to regard counsel as'
our race up from.the beast towards a sort of panacea or quack medi
perfection shall vanish, and the cine which will cure everything
Newly Furnished and Decorated for You
final epoch of human decadence, from bad pleading to entire want
despair, and dissolution shall of a case. In truth, however, no/
Just the Place to Wait the Hour for the
come.\
such medicine exists, either for
But that day is <tiot here, yet. the body physical or the body of
Town House, Kennebunkport, Cape
The Gods of the Market Place are the laws.
not the rulers of this earth—
Let us close this Chapter by
In the
Porpoise, and Kennebunk Car
ouite. And we cannot too many saying/ Until you have perfected
times say:
a system for guarding yourself
“That all is not Gold that Glit against counsel, you will feel that
Waiting Room You are at.
ters, and Two and Two make you owe your safety in every cash
Four—■” And the Gods of old to the employment of this foreign
assured us, they’ve limped back force. The success which de
Distinctive and High Class Pictures
to say once more:
pends on counsel has neither
“As it will be in ‘The Future,Mt moral nor intellectual significance.
Every Afternoon and Evening
was at the birth, of man—There
(To Be Continued)
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Maine

Portland,
Asks—
ARE YOU CLOTHES WISE?

They buy clothes

MOST PEOPLE ARE NOT.
just because they look good.

Why not—
Buy CLOTHES that you know will wear as

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX—

I
Ii

that will come back from Pressing with
their original shapeliness and lustre?

These—

CLOTHES are made from all-wool fabrics—
designed, balanced in style and make,
graded for Price and Quality, to fit
any wearer, any place, any time:—and

discount the H. C. L.

Shoes for Men,Women and Children

You Can Pay MORE

But You Can’t Buy BETTER

If It Wasn’t the BEST

We Wouldn’t Sell It

For— *

Anything in the way of Men and Boys’.

outfitting you pay enough to get the
BEST—You pay no more at

Haskell & Jones Co
'-------- -—--------------,

DeLorge Boot Shop

I

good as they look?

i—■■■!;

gives you the

RFC AI

For—

------------ - --------- :--------- r-

--------- - ------ •-------' .T ~~ .

Dupre

The Jev^eler Who Satisfies

BILLY” GOLDMAN’S

Nickle Theatre

Symbol of Progress
A. B. C. QUALITY HOT BREAD & ROLLS!
Today the steady progress of twenty
centuries is summed up in oUr.

What is Good Bread Worth ?????-?

BIDDEFORD

I

A. B. C. HOT BREAD AND ROLLS

Has the Answer for Everybody
Any way you figure it—it’s a pleasure to breakfast
with A. B. C. BREADS—it’s a pleasure
to entertain your friends with them.

There is no food more conducive to a clean and well—
regulated household—FOOD WITHOUT FUSS
or Dirt.

We Serve Biddeford, and Saco—Kennebunk, and the Port.
York County.

Open 8 a. m. to 6.30 p. m., Saturday until 10 p. m.

Saturday Products Featured and Bargain-Priced.

I

John H. Hieserick D. C., Isabelle
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
CHIROPRACTORS
293 Main St., New Goodwin Block,
Biddeford, 10 a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m.
Tues., Ths., and Sat., 7-8 p. m.
305, Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford,

The Music is the Best in Town

“BILLY” GOLDMAN’S NICKLE
THEATRE

WEDNESDAYand THURSDAY

We. just missed the 3 p. ,m. car
for Kennebunk, it was raining, we
had no raincoat or umbrella, so
we just had to dodge into the
Waiting Room of the Atlantic
Shore Railway to wait for the 4
p. m. car. Thus it was we dis
covered that, just over the Waiting
Room, there was the choicest
place to spend an otherwise lost
is sold in Kennebunk by Charles hour in Biddeford. Think of it!
H. Nason. Delivery after 8.00 For eleven cents, a 7 piece orches
i Sunday mornings
tra, and a complete program of an
Number Sold Nov. 16 150 up-to-date Movie show! The mu
sic was good, the pictures^ were
ONLY FIVE CENTS
first rate, and the hour moved
along on the wings of an enter
tainment that defied the rain and
held our interest every moment.
And we caught the car and shall
OSTEOPATH
1
keep the promise to ourselves—
x 113 Main St.,
spend any other waiting hour we
Biddeford, Me.
have in Biddeford at “Billy” Gold
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Cbn. man’s Nickle Theatre. —Try it!
Graduate under the
All ye from Kennebunk!
founder of the Science
Dr. A..T. Still,
KNITTING YARN FOR SALE—

Ì Ml MillHl 1 1 I Stiffl
A COMPLETE PROGRAM

I [ Portland Sunday Telegram

From Overture to Exit March
INCLUDING

‘The Wood of Fair Water”
An Immortalization

DR. W. T. COX

I

297 Plain Street, Biddeford

Dr. Frederick R. Ferris

J. Randolph Holt, Manager

Osteopath
Mason Block
Kennebunk
Evenings by appointment.
Telephone 49-3

Enterprise Ads. PAY

Direct from manufacturer at $2.25
a pound, Made of Maine fleece
wool and thoroughly scoured.
Write for samples H. A. Bartlett,
Harmony, Me.
Adv. 4t. ch 11-6-19.

FALSE GODS’

Powerful Drama by E.

Famous Achievement of the

Lloyd Sheldon

Marines at Belleau Wood.
NOVELTY PRELUDE

COMEDY

“WILD FLOWERS”
A New Idea Comedy by Geo.
V. Hobart

WITH SPECIAL MUSIC

I
i

PIATINEE 2 P. n. Children, 6c; Adults, lie
EVENING, 6.15 & 8.15; Children 6c; Adults lie, 17c

D. McCurdy

MAKE BRAID FOR RUGS. No

Kennebunk
CASH SHOP
AT LIVE AND LET LIVE PRICES.
Our work is guaranteed to be first-class

stripping, no sewing, uniform ma Water Street
terial. Liberal treatment and
cash upon receipt of work. E. T.
BURROWS CO, Portland, Maine.
Adv. 3t. ch. 11-6-19.

of the

“THE LAST HOUR”
Picturization of Masse
net’^ “Elegie”

I

A. B. C. BREAD SHOP

DRAMATIC FEATURE

MAGAZINE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

OVERCOATS
A splendid assortment of fine Overcoats—the

kind that are a pleasure to wear, the kind that
are really worth buying; in all the wanted styles

and desirable fabrics and colorings

Prices that Defy Competition
$25, $30, $35, $40, $50

Kennebunk Beach

KENNEBUNKPORT

I

Henry Moulton of Wells - was
Mr. W. L. Mendum of Boston,
the giiest of his brother Johnson Mass., was a guest of Mr. and
Moulton Thursday of last week. Mrs. C. W. B. Clough over Armis- s
s
Miss . Cora York was a Bidde tice day.
Regular Meeting of Arundel
ford visitor Thursday.,
Rev. H. V. Coolbroth pastor of Grange Friday evening, Nov. 21st.
the ,A- C. Church will speak at Interesting program, good speaker Mrs". Matilda Brewer of Boston, Miss Mary Dermody, bookkeep
the Neighborhood Hall, Saturday and patriotic songs, in costume. has been visiting'her sister, Mrs, er in the local office of the York
evening Nov. 22rat 7 o’clock. All Mr. F. B. Leech has purchas Charles Deshon, over the Week County Power Co., has beehdiemporarily transferred to; the Bidde
are invited to attend this service. ed a large tract of wild land of end.
Mrs.-Charles Deshon has re- ford office on account of the ill
Sunday school Sunday afternoon Mrs. Ira Grant.
V*.», •n.xuuw,*
Arundel Gran- turned
buxueu home
nuiuc aiwi
navuig a
after having
a very ness of one of the force of that
at 2.30'in charge of Miss Jose Several of the
gers, attended York County, Po- pleasant trip to Woodstock, Ver- office.
phine Green.
Mrs. Oliver H. Durrell of Cammont.
C. E. Currier spent the week end mona, at South Berwick.
Mr. Roy Kimball the new pro-' Mrs. Lucy Wheeler, who has bridge,
by her
_ . Mass., accompanied
.
with’ his family.
Mrs. Susie. Jones, Miss Lena prietor of the Waiting Station, has been making her home in North ■ daughter, Mrs. Grover and her
<Clark and Mr. John Dolphy of Ber put in quite a large stock of gro Berwick for some time, is visiting son, Harold C. Durrelt, was in at.tendance at the anniversary exerwick, Me., and Mrs. Hartford of ceries, which will be very conven ffiends here for a few days.
Boston, was guests at George H. ient for the surrounding commu- The union Thanksgiving ser- cises of Tuesday.
,
nity.
.
vicea will be held on Wednesday | The ^dies of the Baptist church
York’s recently.
Aa- served supper Wednesday evening
Mrs. Gowen Moulton is visiting Ralph Benson and family of evening ofnext week in
Portland,
spent
the
week
end
with
I
___ • Christian
_______ church,
„ ..
I vent
commenc- which drew a large crowd in spite
friends ih‘ West Kennebunk.
Mr.
Benson
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Paul
ling
at
7.30
o
’
clock.
’. The sermon of the inclement weather. An en
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ridlon of I1 Benson.
.......
will be preached by Rev. Frank tertainment was given by the
Kennebunk were the guests of
George York .Wednesday of last Mr, Roy Taylor has been in this H. Pratt, pastor of the Baptist children afterward with Mrs.
neighborhood
buying
.up
cattle
church.'week.
Campbell as director.
Hiram Gooch is spendng a short ; A couple of inches of snow was
The W. P. M. Club met at Mrs. and calves.
time
in
Newfields,
Maine.
precipitated during Wednesday
Laura Whit’s for its annual busi
The grade schools of the town Fnight.
FOR SALE
ness meeting" last Wednesday .
were
closed
qn
Tuesday
on
account
Thè following officers were elected
of the observance nf the two hun- Mrs? Towne, who has been vis
for the ensuing year. President
iting her mother, Mrs. F. B. Per
Mrs; Grace Currier; Vice Presi Single comb Rhode Island Red deth anniversary of the charter kins, for several weeks, has re
dent, Mrs. Laura White; Secre Cpckerels-T-pure strain-splendid ing of the town.
The grammar school' teacher turned to her home.
tary, Mrs. Edith Walker; Treas breeding stock. S. A. Mathews,
marriage of Miss Beatrice
urer, Mrs. Belle Walsh ; Chairman Moody Post Office, Wells, Maine. Miss Johnson is preparing for an R. The
Atkins of the Lower Village
entertainment in Assembly hall to
of Sewing Committee, Mrs. Laura Nov, 14, 3t, 20, 27. pd.
be given Oh Wednesday afternooii and Guy L. Morse of Holliston,
Whites . Visiting Committee (lower
of next week at 2 o’' clock.
‘
It is Mass., was solemhized at the home
district), Mrs. Belle Walsh; (tip
called “The Story of the Pil- of Rev. A. E. Goodwin on Sunday
WOOD SAWING.
per district) Mrs. Stella Somers;
grims,” the pupils representing morning at 8 o’clock. The young
Social Committee, Mrs. Celia
various characters, An admission people will make their home in
Watson. ‘
Wood sawed into stove lengths fee will be charged, the money to Massachusetts.
Mrs; Gowen Moulton returned in any quantity anywhere by pow
be ■ used for decorating the walls When in Kennebunk visit Lar
Tuesday from a few days visit er
Apply to S. M. Tvedt. of the schoolroom.
rabee’s to hear the Columbia Grawith Mrs. Benjamin Stevens of 1Tel.machine;
133-13 Ken. Kennebunk, Me. Mrs. Clara Pinkham has been fonas and Rishell—they are sold
West1 Kqnitebunk.
I spending several days in Portland. Oh easy» terms . Adv. '
Mrs. Laura White,. Mrs. Henry Adv. 11-13-19 4t. pd.
Walsh and Miss Edna Hubbard ;
were Sanford visitors on Monday.
Mrs. C. W. Arnold of Haver
hill, Mass.,- was a Beach visitor
Tuesday. '

CAPE PORPOISE
Mrs. .Frank Hutchins, Sr., who
was recently operated upon at a
Women’s Hospital in Brookline,
Mass,, is reported as doing nicely.
Oh account of the severe rain
last Thursday evening the Com
munity- Sing was postponed for I
one week.
Mrs.. Eva Leech, wife of Rev.
S. E. Leech of Farmington spent
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE, PORTLAND, MAINE
a-part of last week with Miss
Lillian Huff.
• As Thursday, Nov. 27th will be
Thanksgiving Day the Community
SACO ROAD AND VICINITY Sing will be held on Friday even
ing.
Miss Lottie Torrey is entertain Mrs. -Fremont Chiek who was
SACO
BIDDEFORD
ing her uncle, Mr. Frank Torrey recently, operated upon at St. Bar
Two Live Stores
170 Plain
121*123 Main St.
of Richmond, Me. Mr. Torrey is nabas Hospital, Woodfords, is re
90 years of age, bright, sprightly ported as doing well.
and very smart for one of his age. On Saturday evening Nov. 15th
He travels quite a lot and alone. at the Baptist Parsonage at Ken
Miss Torrey enjoys his visits as nebunk by the Rev. B. H. Tilton,
does this dear uncle. . Everything Robert D. Cluff the son of Mr.
is done for his comfort and en and Mrs. D. F. Cluff of Cape Por
and Miss Stella Moran, the
joyment. We have/had the pleas poise,
ure of a few hours in his company daughter if Mrs.-Emma Moran of
and they were most enjoyable. Mr. Kennebunk were united in mar
Torrey keeps up with the times, riage, the /double ring service be
reads the papers and is posted on ing used; The only witnesses Ho
all matters of the day. We all the ceremony were Mrs. Tilton
wish him many more years of and daughter. After the ceremo
health and hope to meet him next ny a large company of friends,
employees of the''Goodall Mills
summer.
where the bride has been a weav
Mrs. Bell Weymouth entertained er, gave the young couple a shower
the Good Cheer"club last week. A . ofconfetti making a' merry time.
most enjoyable day was spent so Mr. and Mrs. Cluff left Kennebunk
all report there were 17 present nn the 9.30 car and were given a
and the nice dinner was enjoyed. hearty weicome at. the home of the
After dinner the laffies sewed for ffroom where thev win remain for
the family of a widow with five a short time> Th(/young people
small children; a very good object have the best wishes.of their many
Chester F. Cluff who has been friends,
on a< hunting trip to the White Ralph Perkins has,joined the
Mountains' shot a five pointed f>eavy,Brothers, in Sanford where
buck, weighing 150 pounds. Mr. j he has employment. *
Cluff is the sonson of Mr. and Mrs; Frank Wagner. and> Bert Ridlon
Ivory Cluff.
haye^p.Ow Dodge Brothers ears; '
Mrs. Iyory_ Ross of Biddeford, Mrs. Albert Moody Sr. retunied
1 was the"\guest of her parents I from Brookline, Mass., last Saturday/
Tuesday.
z
'
•D. W. Hadlock who has been Capt, Albert Fletcher of the S.
very sick the past five- months is S. Craigsmere recently , returaed
There are two sides to our Double Breasted'
gaining.-slowly his many friends in ballast from Rotterdam to New
Suit Stock—one for Father and one for Son.
ar.e gFad'to'lbarn. "His friends York, joined his family here this
still’ remembers him with their week. Capt. Fletcher reports that
visits, flowers, fruits, and dainties on Nov. 9th, when four hundred
Of course, the suits for Dad are without some
for whióh he is most grateful. He miles off Cape’ Race in a heavy
•is 'not "able to walk yet without gale, distress signals were sight
of the ginger that jingles in our suits for Sons,
assistance, but is now quite hope ed, the small disabled vessel prov
bht they are not a shitless hansome—^the dif
ful, although at times he gets ing to be the Gigantic bound from
ference, being solely in the amount of “snap”
very discouraged. All hope for Spain to Newfoundland. The
vessel’s life boats had been smash
his speedy recovery.
and not in-the amount of satisfaction for both
Mr. Ernest Benson and little ed and the rescue of the six mem
are ALL WOOL—Splendidly Tailored and ev
daughter, Édjth, aré visiting aunts bers of the crew was made with
at Lakeport, Ñ. H. We wish them difficulty, some of the Craigsery suit is worth eVery cent we ask for it.
mere’s life boats being smashed.
a pleasant visit.
The boat went down about two
For that’s the only way we do business.
hours after being abandoned. On
the entire trip the Craigsmere en
countered bad weather it once be
Michaels-Stern Dduble Breasted Suits—four
ing necessary to heave to for five
models—loads of materials, including some
Mr, Elijah Wildes of. Norwood, days during a particularly bad
Mass., ?sp6ht the week end with period.
wonderful plain color flannels, at ,
his parents Capt. and Mrs. James
Wildes;
Mf; Thomas Munroe of Sanford
was a week end guest of friends
here.
Mrs. Van Buren Wildes who has
been visiting relatives in Dover,
N. H., returned home on Saturday.
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest.and Best
Mr. H. Thurston of Portland
was in town Saturday.
Stores for Men and Boys
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Seavey of
the Port were callers in tips vi Near seeing—for reading, writing
and sewing.
cinity Sunday.
seeing—for views .within the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Far
of perfect vision.
Roieau, Saturday Nov. 15th, a son. Allrange
in one pair of glasses, with flat
Mrs. Chas. Thompson has been or curved lenses.
’ spending a short vacation in BosA Boon to the Middle-Aged
f ton,-'Mass.
LITTLEFIELD
Mr. L. D, Norton who has been
Optometrist and Optician,
very ill, is improving. ■
CRYSTAL ARCADE,
Mr^G. N. Norton of New York,
spent Tuesday at the Creek.
BIDDEFORD

DESMOND-HOWE CO.

TOWN HOUSE ’

the store for men

A Double Breasted Shewing

‘The Right to Happiness’
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
The Brilliant Star of i6The Heart of Humanity

ACME THEATRE, Monday UA1, Ofl
KENNEBUNK
Only ITO». ¿‘T
Matinee—Children 20c. Adults 35c.
Evening—Front Seats 35c

Back Seats 50c.

Includes War Tax

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
The Waist Shop

oí Double Breasted Suits

WILDES DISTRICT

$35 and $40

OE THE CLOTHIER

Invisible

$10,000 STOCK
Cloaks, Suits, Dresses, Skirts, Furs and
Waists to be closed out at a Big Discount

Now is the time to save money on new goods

BIFOCAL
Glasses

THE WAIST SHOP
239 Plain Street, Biddeford Maine

Enterprise Ads. Pay

1

